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PRESIDENT’S PERSPECTIVE
KIMBERLY A. YONTA

As Sworn Guardians of the Constitution,
Be a Part of the United States’ Democratic
Experiment—Make a Plan to Vote
“Your vote is precious, almost sacred. It is the most powerful non-

ing the civil rights era and even still today.

violent tool we have to create a more perfect union.”
–U.S. CONGRESSMAN JOHN LEWIS

B

final chapter in voting rights in our country, as we saw durThis year we have a unique challenge to navigate: voting
in the midst of a global public health pandemic. That is why

eing a lawyer is a

this fall, the NJSBA teamed up with the New Jersey Secretary

gift.

our

of State, as well as bar associations and election officials

profession, we have

Through

around the country, to be a part of Poll Worker Esq. It is a

the privilege of tak-

national non-partisan effort to ensure a fair and secure elec-

ing an oath for jus-

tion by encouraging lawyers to sign up to be poll workers

tice and to uphold

because even with mail-in ballots in New Jersey, poll workers

and protect the Constitution. That

are needed, since some voters will deliver their ballots to

brings with it a certain amount of

polling sites or cast provisional ballots in person on Election

responsibility that I believe all attor-

Day. The goal was to head off a predicted shortage of poll

neys have for the greater good. The right to vote is one of the

workers, who tend to be older and may not want to work the

most sacrosanct and cherished in our democracy and is men-

polls because they are part of a demographic that is at higher

tioned no fewer than five times in the Constitution. This

risk of contracting COVID-19.

election year is like no other, and I urge everyone to take a
moment to reflect on the meaning and power of that right,

I applaud all who volunteered to be a part of that project
to protect voting rights of the citizens of New Jersey.

and to make a plan for casting your vote, no matter what

We all have a role to play in the election process. I have

party or causes you support. The New Jersey State Bar Associ-

always believed it is good to get involved in your community,

ation believes voting rights matter and has dedicated energy

whether it is your town, your church or local politics. My

this year to reflect on the journey many have taken to earn

involvement in politics began because I had a little itch when

that right and to urge attorneys to serve the public as poll

I was on maternity leave after my first daughter, Abigail, was

workers. We celebrated the 100th anniversary of the 19th

born. I volunteered to make calls for a gubernatorial candi-

Amendment, which gave women the right to vote. Today, it

date. Though my candidate didn’t win, I walked away from

is hard to believe that it would be at all controversial that

that experience energized from being a part of something

women shouldn’t have the right to fully participate in elec-

consequential and bigger than myself. Since then, I have

tions. But earning that right was hard fought for decades

tried to also get my family involved in the hopes that it will

before the amendment was ratified in the summer of 1920.

cultivate a passion for leadership and democracy and an

I am in awe of the many women who fought in a more

appreciation for the power of elections in my two daughters.

than seven decades-long struggle for women’s suffrage,

I think it’s starting to work. A few years ago, my younger

including New Jersey’s own Alice Paul who organized a

daughter, Madeline, was running to be a representative for

march and protests in front of President Woodrow Wilson’s

her third grade class. Her platform: end cold pizza in the cafe-

White House. Many of the women endured not only

teria. Apparently, sometimes the pizza arrived on the stu-

demeaning, sexist verbal attacks, but sometimes physical

dents’ lunch trays nearly frozen. Fast forward to Election

attacks and imprisonment. We stand on the shoulders of
these brave, strong women. Unfortunately, that was not the
NJSBA.COM
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Justice Anthony Kennedy once stated, “The First Amendment is often inconvenient.”1 This is especially so in difficult times such as we face today. In a bitterly contested election year, the preexisting sharp social and cultural divisions in
our country have been made even more acute by a lethal pandemic that has
elicited a variety of responses, whether positive, negative or otherwise. This in
turn has led to applications of the First Amendment to unprecedented circumstances, such as government regulations regarding face masks, stay-at-home

…[T]here seems to be a growing trend by some to use
the First Amendment, not as a shield to protect the
guarantee of universal freedoms but, as a sword to
assert a position of individual privilege. But properly
applied, the First Amendment advances truth, however
inconvenient.
mandates, and limitations on assembly. At the same time, there seems to be a
growing trend by some to use the First Amendment, not as a shield to protect the
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Working Well Co-Editor
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guarantee of universal freedoms but, as a sword to assert a position of individual
privilege. But properly applied, the First Amendment advances truth, however
inconvenient.
Each of the articles in this edition illustrates how the application of First
Amendment principles in various contexts is indeed inconvenient, often giving
rise to more questions than answers. Thomas J. Cafferty, Lauren James-Weir, and

John C. Connell is a partner/shareholder of
Archer & Greiner, P.C., at the firm’s headquarters in Haddonfield, and a member of the
New Jersey Lawyer Editorial Board. He has
represented clients ranging from Fortune 100
companies to individuals in a broad variety of
commercial litigation matters, including First
Amendment disputes, communications and
intellectual property law, civil rights and
employment defense litigation, and appellate
advocacy.

Lisa J. Trembly is Of Counsel with the law
firm of Connell Foley LLP at the firm’s headquarters in Roseland, and is a long standing
member of the New Jersey Lawyer Editorial
Board. Her litigation practice encompasses
insurance and fraud litigation, consumer
fraud actions, and general commercial matters. She also advises clients on contract and
insurance coverage issues and potential insurance or consumer fraud claims and violations.

NJSBA.COM

Nomi I. Lowy, discuss the legal implica-

Amendment jurisprudence in the con-

ber with more First Amendment analy-

tions of wearing face masks as a form of

text of trademark registration under the

sis on freedom, defamation and navi-

expression, including compliance and

Lanham Act. Bruce S. Rosen discusses the

gating

non-compliance

thoughtful consideration.

with

a

digital

world,

for

your

government

emerging trend of Anti-SLAPP statutes

mandates. Walter M. Luers examines

taking aim at suits that undermine the

The path forward may not necessarily

the changes to the Open Public Records

rights and value of the First Amendment

be well marked. But with continued vig-

and Open Public Meetings acts during

but absent in New Jersey. Professor Burt

ilance on the part of the organized Bar,

the pandemic and the exemption on

Neuborne provides a historical assess-

we expect that First Amendment protec-

public records during a public health

ment of robust free speech protection as

tions will flourish and truth be meted

emergency. C.J. Griffin and Howard

an agent of egalitarian change.

out in the crucible of ideas. Our histori-

Pashman consider the novel contours

We extend our sincere thanks to each

of Free Exercise challenges to COVID-19

of these authors for sharing their wis-

cal experiment in a democratic republic

regulations. Professor Ronald K. Chen

dom, knowledge, and keen insights.

We dedicate this special edition of

examines recent decisions of the Unites

Their professional contributions are a

New Jersey Lawyer to the memory of our

States Supreme Court with a view as to

significant benefit to the legal commu-

recently passed colleague, Mitchell H.

how they portend future treatment of

nity, and have made this edition invalu-

Cobert, Esq., who among the chairs of

the Establishment and the Free Exercise

able to attorneys on a professional and

this Editorial Board, was an longtime

Clauses of the First Amendment.

personal level.

icon of free speech, intellectual integrity,

deserves no less.

Professor Edward Hartnett analyzes

The landscape of the First Amend-

the impact of recent United States

ment is vast, which is why we are dedi-

Supreme Court decisions on state consti-

cating two magazine issues to this area

tutional law. Professor Laura E. Little

of law. Among the many different

offers an exegesis of the role and func-

topics that could be addressed, this edi-

Endnote

tion of comedy as a form of protected

tion offers several articles on free

1.

speech. John C. Connell and Anthony

speech and religion in modern society.

sciousness, Inc. v. Lee, 505 U.S. 672,

M. Fassano critique the evolution of First

We are excited to follow up in Decem-

701 (1992).

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

board member ended up visiting the

ical process to address the needs of the

cafeteria at her school and sampled the

public. We all have limited time. We all

Continued from page 5

and progressive thought. May his memory be a blessing. !

International Society for Krishna Con-

pizza. Based on that, she was invited to

have practices and so many other things

Night party in our hometown of East

make a presentation at a school board

happening in our lives, especially now.

Brunswick, where Maddie got to meet

meeting

But I implore each of you to make time

the very newly elected member of the

acknowledged the issue.

and

the

Superintendent

for democracy. It doesn’t matter if you

local school board. She organized the

I am happy to report that she won her

are a Democrat, Republican or Independ-

other children at the party to approach

election and the ovens were fixed so the

ent, voting rights are voting rights, and I

the board member to lobby for hot

children could enjoy hot pizza in the

hope the lawyers of New Jersey will seize

pizza. He saw her passion and told her

cafeteria. It was a great experience where

this opportunity to use and protect this

to reach out and she did. She emailed

she got to understand what it takes to be

important tool to help “create a more

and set up an appointment and the

a leader and how to engage in the polit-

NJSBA
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PRACTICE TIPS

Because it is unclear how the New Jersey bar may regulate
attorneys who choose to use marijuana recreationally, it would
ordinarily be instructive to examine how states that have legalized marijuana have addressed this issue. However, there is currently too little information and too little precedent for this analysis to prove meaningfully informative. For example, in Colorado,
the Colorado Bar Association Ethics Committee Formal Opinion
124 (2012) examined whether a lawyer could personally use marijuana for medical purposes without violating Colorado RPC
8.4(b). The opinion, which was issued prior to the legalization of
recreational marijuana in the state in 2014, concluded that attorneys could “cultivate, possess, and use small amounts of marijuana solely to treat a debilitating medical condition.” Since its legalization in Colorado for personal use, there has been no further
guidance on an attorney’s use of marijuana for that purpose.
Notably, Opinion 2016-6, issued by the Supreme Court of
Ohio, where marijuana is not yet legal but can be consumed medicinally, rejected even medical use by attorneys, stating: “a
lawyer’s personal use of medical marijuana pursuant to a regulated prescription […] subjects the lawyer to possible federal prosecution, and may adversely reflect on a lawyer’s honesty, trustworthiness and overall fitness to practice law[,]” which may
potentially violate Ohio RPC 8.4(b) and (h), pg. 1-7.
These two conclusions nonetheless draw out the disparity in
application of the law and ethics rules while the state and federal

ETHICS AND PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY

Marijuana and the Practicing Attorney
By Louis J. Keleher
Law Offices of Peter W. Till

statutes are at odds: A state that recognizes marijuana usage as
legal on its books operates inconsistently if it treats attorneys
who consume it as committing a criminal act. Though, the state
must also balance its recognition of marijuana’s legal status with
the possibility of federal consequences for using marijuana when
enforcing the rules of ethics. As long as federal law renders marijuana consumption illegal, there will be continued confusion
about how to reconcile the two laws with each other and with

As New Jersey’s legalization of marijuana seems imminent,

Rule 8.4.

attorneys must be aware of the consequences of taking advan-

Thus, any attorney interested in consuming marijuana upon

tage of this looming liberty, at least until the law is changed at the

New Jersey’s seemingly forthcoming legalization of the sub-

federal level, where marijuana usage still remains illegal. States

stance must appreciate the consequences that may follow from

that have already legalized marijuana for personal and medical

their apparent legal use of it. Although much is still unclear with

use seem to be split on the issue of marijuana use by attorneys.

regard to New Jersey’s decision to legalize marijuana, the federal

That said, it is clear their analysis invokes New Jersey RPC 8.4(b),

laws remain in direct contravention with the laws of those states

“Misconduct,” which provides that it is professional misconduct

that have legalized. Thus, the current state of the law, nationally,

for a lawyer to “commit a criminal act that reflects adversely on

presents an ethical dilemma New Jersey attorneys will have to

the lawyer’s honesty, trustworthiness or fitness as a lawyer in
other respects.”
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grapple with if they foray into the realm of marijuana use. !
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Considering Auto
Reimbursement Options
By Scott A. Richards
RotenbergMeril

While a relatively small item in a law firm’s budget, an auto
allowance for business use of an automobile is an important component of compensation to a partner or employee. Factors
including changes in tax law as well as the impact of COVID-19
make now a great time to review your firm’s auto benefits.
COVID-19 has changed the way firms work, and certain of these
changes, including more flexibility in working from home and use
of technology for virtual client meetings and legal proceedings,
may have a lasting impact on the percentages of business versus
personal auto usage.
The standard auto allowance whereby a firm makes a monthly
payment to an employee is often the choice of law firms as it

period. Using a mileage reimbursement such as the IRS mileage

requires little administration and is deductible to the firm for tax

rate (57.5 cents per mile for 2020) can cause significant variations

purposes (and reportable on the employee’s W-2 as taxable

between employees, lacks precision in record keeping and fails to

income or for a partner as guaranteed payment income). Employ-

limit the total cost to the firm or client. Accountable mileage rate

ees were not required to track mileage, but many did so as they

plans do not require the employee to pick up the reimbursement

could write off unreimbursed business mileage to offset the tax-

as taxable income, but the employer may deduct the reimburse-

ation of the auto allowance. This write off was simply the IRS

ment paid as a deductible business expense.

mileage rate multiplied by the business miles driven and, as long

A tax-free FAVR auto allowance is another alternative for

as the result along with any other unreimbursed employee

replacing the standard auto allowance, as it provides a non-tax-

expenses that the employee could claim exceeded 2% of the

able benefit for the employee thereby keeping costs down for the

employees adjusted gross income, the amount was included as

firm. The fixed portion of the benefit covers car insurance premi-

an itemized deduction on their tax return. This made the auto

ums, licenses and registration fees, taxes and depreciation, while

allowance tax efficient while allowing for coverage of most auto-

the variable component provides mileage dependent reimburse-

related ownership and operating costs.

ments for gas, oil, maintenance and tire wear. Limitations for a

This changed with the passage of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act,

FAVR plan are significant and require that there must be at least

which eliminated this deduction, thereby diluting the auto

five covered employees that travel at least 5,000 business miles

allowance benefit by as much as 30% to 50%. Fixing this by pay-

each year in the plan of which no more than 50% are manage-

ing a higher auto allowance would add to firm expense, but this

ment employees. Also, the vehicle cost cannot exceed $50,400

can be avoided by considering alternative auto benefits such as:

for 2020 per IRS rules. Many firms outsource the administration
of their FAVR plans to companies that specialize in administering

• Firm ownership of vehicles;
• Paying a mileage allowance;

these programs. So that cost must be factored into the equation.
Substantiation is the downside to both mileage reimburse-

• Paying a mileage or fuel reimbursement; or

ment plans and FAVR allowances, and this leads to additional

• Offering a Fixed and Variable Rate (FAVR) auto allowance.

administrative work. However, the upside is restoring the full auto
allowance perk to the employee for business use of an auto with-

Firm ownership of vehicles limits administration, but records

out additional tax burden. The tax code is complex with respect

should be kept in order to record the personal use of the vehicle

to auto benefits, and it is important to consider options in order

which is taxable to the partner/employee. Paying a mileage

to minimize or eliminate the tax impact of this employee perk

allowance requires accurate mileage logs to be kept, and may

while limiting firm expense. Your tax professional can help assess

limit the benefit if higher than normal miles are driven during a
NJSBA.COM

the various options. !
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PRACTICE TIPS

coupons and use this data with other information discovered
online and off—such as age, income, location, or geographic routine—and sell the information to database aggregators.
Forgo the free turkey. Discontinue using grocery store reward
cards that have a name, address, phone number, date of birth, and
email address associated with the account. Businesses analyze
and sell the data.
Manage your snail mail. Consider putting newspaper and
magazine subscriptions in another name, like your middle name.
Have packages delivered to a work address or post office box
address.
Don’t share the good news. Do not publish wedding dates,
baby announcements, or graduation announcements on online
registries. Fraudsters compile this information with other personal identifiers and are more than happy to steal the checks or gifts
that are delivered.
Hire an Open Source Intelligence Expert (OSINT). Use expert
services to remove your information from hundreds of databases

TECHNOLOGY

Reduce your Internet Footprint and Risk
By Deirdre R. Wheatley-Liss
Principal of Porzio, Bromberg & Newman
How does identity theft happen? Because you and your clients
have spewed your personal information all over the internet for
years. In 2018, the Federal Trade Commission processed 1.4 million fraud reports totaling $1.48 billion in losses. Children, seniors,

to reduce your risk of identity theft and fraud. !

WHAT I WISH I KNEW

Don’t Be Shy About Asking For The
Tools You Need To Do Your Job
By Emily Kelchen
NJSBA Young Lawyers Division President

social media users, and military personnel were most at risk. It is
time to take back control to reduce your risk of identity theft.
Don’t share your home address. An identity thief can use your
name and address to obtain new credit cards, open a phone, electricity, or gas account, get medical care, and steal your tax refund.
With an address change, bills are sent to the thief, but never paid,
which in turn damages your credit rating.
Don’t answer phone calls from numbers you don’t know. If
you don’t know the number, ignore the call. If it is for real they will
leave a voicemail.
Don’t share travel plans. When traveling for business or pleasure, minimize the information you share online. Save the trip
announcement for after you get home.
Save your identity—not coupons. Retailers combine the data
from the unique serial number embedded in the barcode of online

10
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I vividly remember the first time I was handed a company

PRACTICE TIPS

employer have sponsorship dollars they can spend to promote

credit card. It was a shiny new AmEx with my name on it, and I

you and/or the firm?

was told to let the secretary know if it turned out I needed a higher credit limit. I was a newly minted attorney, who had just paid

If your employer hires new attorneys all the time, they proba-

my licensing fees out of pocket and was staring down my first

bly have a policy in place that dictates how much, if any, of these

student loan payment, so the thought of being anything but

costs they will bear. If it has been awhile since they hired anyone,

painfully frugal was laughable to me. I put the card in my wallet

it is a topic you are going to have to get comfortable talking

and promptly forgot about it.

about.

A few weeks later, the secretary stopped by my office asking

Based on my own experiences, and from talking to others, the

for my monthly expense report and any reimbursement requests.

best way to tackle this issue is head-on. Don’t be shy about asking

I didn’t think I had any. She reminded me of the client meeting I

if the company has a policy on employee expenses. A lot of them

had driven to, and the CLE class several of us had attended. It

do.

hadn’t occurred to me that those costs would be covered by my
employer.

If there is an expense your employer doesn’t pay for, but you
wish they would, don’t be afraid to ask them to open their pock-

In speaking to other young attorneys, I discovered I wasn’t the
only person who had this experience. And I count myself lucky
that I have avoided the opposite—finding out you work for a company or firm that doesn’t cover any of your licensing or business
expenses.
Financial issues are always a difficult topic to address as a new
hire, but they are something you cannot avoid if you want to
advance your career. Here are a few expenses to consider as you
enter the practice or switch employers.
• Either you or your employer is going to need to pay for the bar
exam, yearly licensing fees (maybe in multiple states), and CLE
classes so you can remain in good standing.
• If you are expected to be available at all hours, or work from
home, someone is going to have to pay for that technology.
• Traveling for work means someone needs to pay for gas, food,
lodging, and if applicable, entertaining clients.
• Effective legal research requires specific tools. Employers
sometimes need to be reminded to provide a list of what serv-

Approved CLE
providers in the
State of New Jersey
are required to have
a financial hardship
policy. Young
lawyers who are unable to attend
CLE events because of the cost
should not hesitate to ask a provider
if they offer scholarships, waivers of
course fees, reduced fees, or
discounts.

TIP

ices and publications the firm subscribes to, and to set up
accounts for new hires.

etbooks. Make the case for why the expense should be covered.

• Does your employer expect you to attend certain conferences

Focus on the value the company will get in return for its invest-

or join specific professional associations? If so, do they pay the

ment. If it is a specific product, a sales rep can give you informa-

full cost of attendance, or just the bare minimum? What if you

tion to back up your assessment of its usefulness. If it is an organ-

want to join an association or attend a conference hosted by

ization or conference, someone in the membership or

an organization that nobody else in the organization is

sponsorship office can usually provide you with information

involved with?

about the value provided.

• Eventually you may be asked to speak at a conference, be rec-

Thinking about these expenses and how a firm or employee

ognized with an award at a special event, or be approached

should handle them is part of learning the business side of the

about supporting a professional or community organization or

practice of law. It is a value skill, and not something young lawyers

event. What costs will your employer cover? Does your

NJSBA.COM

should shy away from mastering. !
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WORKING WELL

Alcoholics Anonymous—New Freedom
and New Happiness
By Name Withheld
I mostly drank at home, certain my addictive behavior was
invisible. Although striving to be a functioning attorney, I was

disease. When considering whether to participate, don’t be
deterred by these “boogy men”:

rude, disinterested in others, and rarely good company. Colleagues, acquaintances, and family members kept their distance.

• “AA is for foul smelling, bowery bums.” Not so. It abounds with

I hated myself. Rather than facing life’s challenges, I sought

men and women from all walks of life, including professionals

escape in the bottle.

like you and me.

A frightening and humiliating event caused me to hit my bottom. The melodrama before and after this catastrophe is unimportant. Active alcoholics either recuperate, or continue sliding
toward new and deeper bottoms. My slide was stopped by Bill
Wilson who, at the time, had been dead for 40 years.
Bill co-founded Alcoholics Anonymous (“AA”) in 1935 with Dr.

• “Only depraved reprobates need AA.” False. Alcoholism is a
disease, not a moral shortcoming.
• “It is a cult”. Untrue. No one is browbeat, or in any way forced
to follow AA’s renowned 12-steps.
• “AA ruins reputations.” Far from it. Every facet of AA is anonymous. We respect privacy.

Bob Smith. Their program is still going strong, helping more than

• “Joining AA leads to divorce.” To the contrary, most spouses

2.1 million members in 180 countries. AA saved my sanity, family

become grateful for their partner’s renewed commitment to

life, and career. Never have I been happier, or more productive. In

the family.

Bill Wilson’s words. “fear of people and of economic insecurity”
has left me. I have become an asset to our profession.
If you suspect alcoholism is depleting your life, then learning
about AA will be worthwhile. Just telephone 800-245-1377, or

• “Alcoholics Anonymous leaves little room for enjoying life.”
Hardly. Once released from drinking’s economic, physical and
psychological costs, recovering alcoholics have increased time
and energy for living.

visit the Northern New Jersey website www.nnjaa.org. Participation at all levels is anonymous.
The AA program has been widely recognized for freeing people from the physical and psychological effects of this debilitating

12
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I am not the only New Jersey attorney whose life has been
reclaimed through Alcoholics Anonymous. You deserve to be
happy; why not consider joining us? !
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WRITER’S CORNER

Confident Capitals—
Tips on Capitalization in Legal Writing
By John M. Keating
Law Office of John M. Keating

“After Plaintiff slipped on the ice,” but “before the defendant
arrived on the scene”). This style helps distinguish between the
parties in the current matter and parties in separate cases being
discussed. A better practice to avoid confusion is to identify parties by their proper names wherever possible.
Regarding the names of court documents, it is probably best
to default to beginning them in lower case. But it is appropriate
to capitalize them when the document has been filed in the current matter and references the document’s actual title or a shorthand form of the title. Capitalization can be especially useful to
distinguish certain specific documents from other similar documents, especially if the circumstances or procedural history of the
matter are such that referring to the documents using generic
common nouns could become confusing. For example, it may be
appropriate in an employment case to refer to the plaintiff’s Complaint in the litigation using capitalization to distinguish it from a
complaint the plaintiff filed internally with the employer. Designating a prior document using a capitalized descriptive term and
thereafter using the capitalized term throughout the document
being drafted could provide further clarity and brevity (e.g.,
Defendant’s Certification in Response to Plaintiff’s Motion to Dismiss (hereinafter, “Response Certification”)).
It has been my practice to capitalize “court” when naming a
court in full, when referring to the Supreme Court of the United
States, and when referring to the Supreme Court of New Jersey
(or the highest tribunal in the jurisdiction whose laws govern the
outcome of the matter). This style is consistent with the general
consensus.
I also have taken to capitalizing “court” when referring to the
court that will receive the document I am drafting. I have
observed this use to be less prevalent than the above rules, but I

To maximize efficiency and productivity when drafting a legal
document, it is beneficial to become familiar and comfortable

believe it is most fitting to capitalize in that situation to show
appropriate respect for the court one is addressing.

with the stylistic rules specific to legal writing, including the rules

Even with the available flexibility, it is most important to capi-

of capitalization. Capitalization rules in legal writing can be par-

talize consistently throughout the document. Moreover, while fol-

ticularly tricky because they can differ significantly from the rules

lowing these rules is a prudent avenue to take, it is best to consult

of more generalized types of writing.

the relevant style guide for further information and to be certain

Three common sources of capitalization confusion in legal

of the rules applicable in a particular court or forum. More guid-

writing are party designations, titles of court documents, and the

ance also can be found in The Bluebook: A Uniform System of

word “court” itself. Whether to capitalize these words depends on

Citation published by the Columbia Law Review Association et al.,

how they are used, and various style guides come down slightly

The Redbook: A Manual on Legal Style by Bryan A. Garner, or the

differently on the question. However, I have observed a general

New Jersey Manual on Style for Judicial Opinions published by the

consensus among the guides.

New Jersey Supreme Court.

Party designations such as “plaintiff,” “petitioner,” and

Mastering and integrating capitalization style will increase

“respondent” are common nouns that generally would not be

clarity and consistency in legal writing. It will also instill confi-

capitalized in everyday writing. But in legal writing, it can be use-

dence and efficiency into the writing process and clear the way

ful and acceptable to capitalize these words in some situations.

for a focus on the substance of the writing, which, in the end, will

The favored style is to capitalize party designations when used

promote the ultimate goal of communicating and advocating

instead of a party’s name, but not when preceded by “the” (e.g.,

NJSBA.COM

effectively. !
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Eminent Domain: Update 2020

42nd Annual NLRB Labor Law
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Lawyers Guide to Electronic Documents
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Trying Your First Employment Case
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THE FIRST AMENDMENT—
UNMASKED DURING A PANDEMIC

In 2020, Does an Uncovered Face
Qualify as Symbolic Speech?
by Thomas J. Cafferty, Lauren James-Weir and Nomi I. Lowy

W

hat do you think when you see someone who is not wearing a
face mask during the COVID-191 pandemic? Do you feel the
person is trying to convey a message by not wearing a mask?
And, if so, what message? Is your opinion the same if you see
that maskless person taking a walk alone in the park versus
attending a crowded indoor rally? Newspapers, television, and

social media are replete with examples of individuals who are now invoking the First
Amendment as support for an argument that the government cannot force them to
wear a face mask and that their refusal to wear a mask is constitutionally protected.
But is the First Amendment even implicated by a person’s decision not to wear a face
mask? Does it matter whether the person intended to communicate a message by
not wearing a mask or is it the understanding of those who witness the conduct that
matters—or is it both? Or is it neither? And, even if the refusal to wear a mask is a
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form of symbolic speech, can the gov-

applied to time, place, or manner

ernment, nonetheless, require the wear-

restrictions.8

ing of face masks to protect public

expression may be forbidden or regulat-

health and safety?

ed if the conduct itself may constitu-

Specifically,

symbolic

tionally be regulated, if the regulation is

First Amendment

narrowly drawn to further a substantial

The free speech clause of the First

governmental interest, and if the inter-

Amendment to the United States Con-

est is unrelated to the suppression of

stitution provides that “Congress shall

free speech.9

make no law…abridging the freedom of
speech[.]”2 While this pronouncement

Symbolic Speech

appears to be unconditional, it is well-

Not all conduct that intends to

settled that “the right of free speech is

express an idea can be labeled as

not absolute at all times and under all

“speech.” As the Supreme Court has stat-

circumstances.”

ed, “[w]e cannot accept the view that an

3

A content-based law—one that tar-

apparently limitless variety of conduct

gets speech based on its communicative

can be labeled ‘speech’ whenever the

content—is presumptively unconstitu-

person engaging in the conduct intends

tional and may be justified only if the

thereby to express an idea.”10 So, when

government proves that the law satisfies

does conduct cross the line into the

the strict scrutiny test, which requires

more highly protected area of symbolic

that it be narrowly tailored to serve a

speech? In Spence v. Washington, the

compelling state interest.

Supreme Court determined that “the

4

A content-neutral law is constitu-

nature of appellant’s activity, combined

tional as a reasonable time, place, or

with the factual context and environ-

…[E]ven if the refusal to wear a mask is a form of
symbolic speech, can the government, nonetheless,
require the wearing of face masks to protect public
health and safety?
manner restriction on speech when it is

ment in which it was undertaken, lead to

narrowly tailored to serve a significant

the conclusion that he engaged in a form

governmental interest and it leaves

of protected expression.”11 In that case,

open ample alternative channels for

the Court also noted that “[a]n intent to

communication of the information.

5

convey a particularized message was

Content-neutral laws can also constitu-

present, and in the surrounding circum-

tionally

speech,

stances the likelihood was great that the

which involves a message delivered by

regulate

symbolic

message would be understood by those

conduct that is intended to be commu-

who viewed it.”12 The intent to convey a

nicative and that, in context, would

particularized message, however, is not a

reasonably be understood by the viewer

requirement for conduct to be deemed

to be communicative.6 The test, often

symbolic speech. “[A] narrow succinctly

referred to as an “intermediate” level of

articulable message is not a condition of

scrutiny, used to evaluate the constitu-

constitutional protection, which if con-

tionality of a regulation on symbolic

fined to expressions convey a ‘particular-

speech differs little from the standard

ized message,’…would never reach the

7
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unquestionably shielded painting of

their bodies, the refusal to wear a face

health and safety.16 In support of its

Jackson

Arnold

mask might now be seen as conveying a

argument that the regulation is unrelat-

Schoenberg, or Jabberwocky verse of

Pollock,

music

of

message, at least in some situations,

ed to the suppression of free speech, the

Lewis Carroll.”

Since there is no

although the exact nature of that mes-

government could point to the fact that

requirement to convey a particularized

sage may be varied. Someone attending

the recommendations, which have

message, it necessarily follows that there

a rally or attempting to obtain service at

evolved at least in some jurisdictions

can be no requirement that a particular-

a place of business that conspicuously

into requirements, to wear face masks

ized message be understood by those

requires face masks may be perceived,

were instituted before the refusal to wear

who viewed it. Application of the Court’s

whether intended or not, as symbolical-

them was asserted or understood to con-

analysis in Spence may be complicated in

ly expressing a point of view, for exam-

vey any message.

some cases, given the Court’s focus on

ple, “I support the President;” “COVID-

On the other side, a person refusing

the “factual context and environment”

19 is not that dangerous;” “my body, my

to wear a mask could argue that it is

in which the conduct was undertaken

choice.” Those points of view might not

irrelevant that, when the recommenda-

and the Court’s later determination that

be attributed to that person, however, if

tions/regulations were first enacted, the

a particularized message is unnecessary

he or she is walking a dog early in the

failure to wear a mask did not carry any

to the symbolic speech analysis. The

morning or speaking to a neighbor over

speech component because the regula-

Court’s focus on factors such as context

the fence. The message being conveyed,

tion must be evaluated giving consider-

and environment, which are constantly

to the extent there is one, depends upon

ation to the current environment in

changing, leads to results that often shift

the

the

which, to many people, the refusal to

with the times. The Court’s determina-

COVID-19 pandemic, there appear to be

wear a mask is intended and under-

tion that expressive conduct need not

circumstances in which the refusal to

stood to convey a message. That person

convey a particularized message creates

wear a face mask may be intended

could also claim that the regulation is

another layer of complexity to the analy-

and/or perceived to convey a message,

not narrowly tailored to the govern-

sis of what constitutes protected symbol-

regulations requiring the wearing of face

ment’s interest and, in fact, does not

ic speech. The question here is, can the

masks could be deemed as regulating

even advance that interest, arguing that

refusal to wear a face mask during the

symbolic speech—thus implicating the

there are situations in which the gov-

current health crisis constitute more

First Amendment. That does not neces-

ernment does not require a face mask,

than mere conduct, crossing-over into

sarily mean, however, that those regula-

such as when dining at a restaurant,

the area of protected symbolic speech?

tions are unconstitutional.

and, since so little is known about the

The Refusal to Wear a Face Mask
During the COVID-19 Pandemic

First Amendment Analysis of the
Government’s Requirement to Wear a
Face Mask in Public During Pandemic

13

context.

Because,

during

virus, there is a lack of sufficient evi-

There would seem to be little dispute

dence that social distancing alone is
inadequate.
The government might respond by

that, before 2020, the act of wearing or

If the refusal to wear a face mask con-

arguing that the requirement that a reg-

not wearing a face mask in public would

stitutes symbolic speech subject to First

ulation be “narrowly tailored” does not

not be regarded as a form of symbolic

Amendment protections, the require-

mean that the regulation must be the

speech. But this is 2020 and we are in

ment to wear a mask might, neverthe-

least

the midst of a global pandemic, where

less, be defensible either as a time, place

means.17 Because the requirement of

masks may be viewed as more than mere

or manner restriction or as a regulation

narrow tailoring is satisfied “so long as

face coverings and the refusal to wear a

of symbolic speech.15 In this regard, the

the … regulation promotes a substantial

mask may be seen as deliberately expres-

government

the

government interest that would be

sive conduct. As the COVID-19 pandem-

requirement to wear a face mask in pub-

achieved less effectively absent the regu-

ic has evolved, so has the perception of

lic is content neutral in that it regulates

lation,”18 the government could contend

many people regarding the use of masks.

without regard to the substance or mes-

that it satisfies the “narrowly tailored”

Whether it is due to the President’s ini-

sage of the expression. It could also be

requirement, as the substantial govern-

tial position with respect to wearing a

argued that the face mask requirement is

ment interest in stopping the spread of

mask, the varying beliefs as to the level

imposed to prevent transmission of the

COVID-19 would be achieved less effec-

of danger presented by COVID-19, or

virus and is, thus, within the constitu-

tively without such a regulation.19

the objection of some people to the gov-

tional power of the government to pro-

Another argument in support of the

ernment telling them what to do with

tect the substantial interest of public

asserted First Amendment right not to

18
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could

argue

that

restrictive

or

least

intrusive
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wear a face mask is that the regulation

where on the continuum from 2019 to

conduct contains an expressive element

directly targets speech in that the

2020 does the act of not wearing a mask

that the Supreme Court has avoided

refusal to wear a face mask conveys a

morph into protected symbolic speech?

that determination in some cases and

message and the requirement to wear a

At what point did not wearing a face

simply assumed, for the purposes of the

face mask silences that very message. A

mask become reasonably understood to

Court’s examination, that the subject

counter to this argument is that there

be communicative? Is it at the point

action constituted expressive conduct

are alternative channels for communi-

where rather than simply being a person

and then performed the appropriate

cation of the messages that are con-

who does not wear a mask in 2019 that

constitutional analysis based on that

veyed by a person’s refusal to wear a

person is now refusing to wear a mask

assumption. Here, the analysis is even

face mask—many of which would,

in a face of government regulation? Is

more complicated due to the fact that

arguably, be more readily understood to

the meaning intended by the person

the symbolic nature of the refusal to

express the actual intent of the “speak-

who refuses to wear the mask enough to

wear a mask, to the extent it exists, only

er.” For example, if the act of not wear-

blanket the conduct in First Amend-

emerged within the last several months

ing a face mask is intended to convey

ment protection? What if the person did

and what exactly that refusal means

that the individual supports Donald

not intend to convey any message at all?

seems to be ever-changing. To illustrate,

Trump, that person could instead wear a

Do a certain number of people have to

earlier in the year the failure to wear a

MAGA hat or T-shirt evidencing support

understand or believe that a message is

face mask may have been intended and

for the President.

being conveyed before it qualifies as

understood to convey a message of sup-

protected expressive speech? What is

port for the President, whereas today, in

that number? What if the person refus-

light of the President’s recent declara-

It is clear that a person’s innocuous

ing to wear a mask intends one message

tion that wearing a mask is patriotic,20

conduct on one day can be deemed con-

but it is perceived by others as another?

the failure to wear a mask may carry a

stitutionally protected symbolic speech

Does it matter? How much weight is

different

on another. What is less clear is at what

given to what the “speaker” intended?

again, no meaning at all—thereby

precise moment that occurs. It is safe to

To what the audience perceived? To the

removing it from First Amendment pro-

say that not wearing a face mask in 2019

place where the conduct occurred?

Conclusion

meaning—or,

ultimately,

tection altogether. !

was not a form of symbolic speech, as

It seems that the media coverage of

the act of not wearing a mask contained

those who have refused to wear a face

no expressive component that would

mask and their reasons for that refusal

Endnotes

have qualified the conduct for First

has played a role in the developing

1.

Amendment

meaning attributed to the failure to

Organization announced an official

protection.

Everything

changed in 2020, however.

On Feb. 11, 2020 the World Health

wear a face mask. The more the public is

name for the disease causing the

What was deemed pure conduct in

exposed to the stated motives of some

2019 novel coronavirus outbreak,

2019—and every year before that—

people who refuse to wear a face mask,

first identified in Wuhan, China.

might now be deemed expressive speech

the more the public ascribes those

The new name of this disease is

entitled to First Amendment protection

motives to other people who are not

coronavirus disease 2019, abbrevi-

in the context of the global COVID-19

wearing face masks. It also seems that

ated as COVID-19. Coronavirus

pandemic. That is because there is now

context affects how we perceive an

Disease 2019 (COVID-19) Frequent-

a significant segment of the population

unmasked person. The intention to

ly Asked Questions, Centers for Dis-

refusing to wear masks in order to con-

communicate a message seems clearer

ease Control and Prevention, avail-

vey a message. And such conduct is, in

when the refusal to wear a mask occurs,

able at cdc.gov/coronavirus/

fact, understood by many to convey a

for example, at an indoor political rally

2019-ncov/faq.html#:~:text=The%

message—whether, for example, it be a

where masks are offered to those not

20new%20name%20of%20this,201

message of support for the President,

wearing them. That scenario may lead

9%2DnCoV%E2%80%9D (last visit-

that COVID-19 is not that dangerous, or

to the conclusion that the lack of a face

that the government does not have the

mask was an intentional refusal and

right to tell citizens what to do with

meant to convey a message, rather than

originally directed only to action

their bodies. The law does not require

a mere oversight.

by the Federal Government, that

ed July 24, 2020).
2.

Although the First Amendment was

that it be a particularized message in

Perhaps it is because of the lack of a

distinction was eliminated with the

order to qualify as symbolic speech. But

bright-line rule to determine whether

adoption of the Fourteenth Amend-
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Chaplinsky v. New Hampshire, 315

10. Id. at 376.

U.S. 568, 571 (1942).

11. Spence, 418 U.S. at 409-10.

Reed v. Town of Gilbert, 576 U.S.

12. Id. at 410-11.

18. Id. at 798-99.

155, 163-64 (2015).

13. Hurley v. Irish-American Gay, Lesbian

19. Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-

Clark v. Community for Creative NonViolence, 468 U.S. 288, 293 (1984).

6.

7.

Spence v. Washington, 418 U.S. 405

277, 296 (2000).
17. Ward v. Rock Against Racism, 491
U.S. 781, 798 (1989).

and Bisexual Group of Boston, 515

19), Considerations for Wearing

U.S. 557, 569 (1995).

Cloth Face Coverings, available at

14. The Supreme Court has on multiple

cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-

(1974); Tinker v. Des Moines Inde-

occasions failed to decide the issue

ncov/prevent-getting-sick/cloth-

pendent Community School District,

of whether the conduct in question

face-cover-guidance.html (last visit-

393 U.S. 503 (1969); United States v.

constituted symbolic speech,

O’Brien, 391 U.S. 367, 376-77

instead simply assuming that the

(1968).

conduct constituted symbolic

Mask Wearing ‘Patriotic,’ Tweets

A lower level of scrutiny, rational

speech and that it was, therefore,

Photo Wearing One, Forbes (July 20,

basis review, is applied to state

entitled to First Amendment pro-

2020), forbes.com/sites/nicholas-

action neither involving funda-

tections subject to an intermediate

reimann/2020/07/20/trump-calls-

mental rights, including the First

level of scrutiny. See O’Brien, 391

mask-wearing-patriotic-tweets-

Amendment, nor proceeding along

U.S. 367 and Clark, 468 U.S. 288.

photo-wearing-one/#7d57089f1cbe

suspect lines. Heller v. Doe by Doe,

20

16. City of Erie v. Pap’s A.M., 529 U.S.
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Government
Transparency
in a Novel Time
of Pandemic
Law Changes Alter
Access to Information
in Times of Emergency
by Walter M. Luers
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The current novel coronavirus crisis has
focused transparency advocates and government watchdogs on two new changes
in OPRA and OPMA, and a 2005 law,
the Emergency Health Powers Act, which
is being applied for the first time.

O

WALTER M. LUERS is a partner at Cohn
Lifland Pearlman Herrmann & Knopf, LLP.

n March 20, 2020,

were simply not necessary under exist-

in the early days of

ing law. At the time the EHPA was

In defense of the EHPA’s restrictions

the COVID-19 cri-

passed, OPRA contained or incorporated

on records access, public agencies may

sis,

restrictions

medical

argue that when responding to OPRA

New

Jersey

amended

the

records,

on

access

to

and information from public access.

security measures and tech-

requests during a health emergency,

Open Public Meet-

niques,5 ongoing civil and criminal

they should not be required to parse

ings Act, N.J.S.A. 10:4-6 et seq. and the

investigations, information in which a

through a patchwork of applicable

Open Public Records Act, N.J.S.A. 47:1A-

person has a reasonable expectation of

records exceptions contained within

1 et seq. Regarding OPRA, the State of

privacy, records “concerning morbidity,

OPRA, other State statutes, State regula-

New Jersey added one paragraph that

mortality and reportable diseases of

tions, a fifty-seven-year-old executive

modified the seven-business-day dead-

named persons required to be made,

order, and federal laws (e.g., HIPAA’s pri-

line for records custodians to respond to

maintained or kept by any State or local

vacy rule). Notwithstanding, during a

OPRA requests during an emergency.1

governmental agency,”8 and informa-

genuine emergency, records custodians

The Legislature removed the deadline

tion and records of residents in long-

have the right to deny an OPRA request

during times of emergency, instead

term care facilities.9 Due to the breadth

if fulfilling the response would substan-

requiring records custodians “make a

of the limitation—“any correspondence,

tially disrupt agency operations and

reasonable effort, as the circumstances

records, reports and medical informa-

they have customarily requested exten-

permit, to respond to a request for access

tion made, maintained, received or filed

sions of time to respond, when needed.11

to a government record within seven

pursuant to this act”—nearly every

Nevertheless, the blanket exemption

business days or as soon as possible

record relating to the public health

for records and information relating to

thereafter.”

4

6

7

emergency is confidential. Even statis-

any public health emergency has creat-

The pandemic also brought to the

tical reports and analysis, such as the

ed a potentially insurmountable and

foreground a 2005 law, the Emergency

number of deaths at individual nursing

permanent access barrier to important

Health Powers Act, N.J.S.A. 26:13-1, et

homes and hospitals, which do not con-

records that should be public. Even one

seq. As implied by its name, the EHPA is

tain personally identifiable information,

of the EHPA’s sponsors has stated that

principally

public

are non-public unless, in its discretion,

the records exceptions in the law were

health emergencies. However, one sen-

public entities choose to release such

never intended to be as broad-reaching

tence in the EHPA excluded broad cate-

information.

as they have proven to be during the

2

10

concerned

with

gories of records from public access:

This is the opposite of transparency.

current crisis.12 That being the case, the

“Any correspondence, records, reports

Under OPRA, exemptions to access must

Legislature should consider an amend-

and medical information made, main-

be construed narrowly, subject to the

ment that limits denials of access to

tained, received or filed pursuant to this

exceptions contained within OPRA. In

these records during an emergency, and

act shall not be considered a public or

contrast, during the public health emer-

subsequently makes the records avail-

government record under [OPRA].”

gency, the government has applied the

able once the state of emergency is over

One criticism of the EHPA’s con-

EHPA’s records exemption broadly so as

(subject to other applicable exceptions).

straint on access is that the limitations

to exclude wide categories of records

Similarly, the state’s hurried OPRA

3
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amendment was also unnecessary under

ble,” suggests that upon receipt of a

rare, and no published decision provides

existing law. As discussed above, records

records request during a state of emer-

a definitive rule for how quickly records

custodians may deny access to records if

gency, the records custodian must prior-

custodians must deliver records. Records

fulfilling the request would substantially

itize their response to OPRA requests

custodians who intend to rely on the

disrupt agency operations (provided

above all other priorities.

new protections of the recent amend-

that the records custodian first attempt-

However, in the context of OPRA, the

ment should still do their best to provide

ed to reach a reasonable resolution).

phrasing “as soon as possible” in the law

a prompt initial written response, to

Also, OPRA requires a response within

has not always translated into practice.

establish a firm date for providing a final

seven “business” days, not calendar

Prior to this most recent amendment,

response, and to advise the requestor of

days. If an emergency forced the closing

the phrases “as soon as possible,” “to the

the specific facts that justify prolonged

of a public agency’s offices for a period

maximum extent possible” and “as

time extensions. Requests for extensions

of days or even weeks, that time would

expeditiously as possible” each appear

that set no deadline for a reply or tie the

likely not count as “business days,” thus

once in OPRA. First, records custodians

response date to the lifting of an emer-

tolling the records custodian’s time to

must grant or deny access to a record “as

gency declaration must be avoided, as

respond.

soon as possible, but not later than

they invite litigation. Agencies should

Agencies should expect requestors to ask courts to
enforce the crisis-era law as it was written; judges
who have had to carry on court business during the
pandemic may be receptive.
Depending on interpretations of the

seven business days after receiving the

expect requestors to ask courts to enforce

amendment, it may impose a greater

request[.]” Second, the Government

the crisis-era law as it was written; judges

burden

to

Records Council must “act, to the maxi-

who have had to carry on court business

respond to OPRA requests. The coron-

on

records

custodians

mum extent possible, at the conven-

during the pandemic may be receptive.

avirus presents a broader and more

ience of the parties [by utilizing] tele-

Additionally, on March 20, 2020,

problematic series of difficulties for

conferencing, faxing of documents,

New Jersey made two key changes to

records custodians: Government offices

email and similar forms of modern com-

OPMA. First, the amendment primarily

have been closed to the public, many

munication[.]” Third, “All proceedings

granted public bodies the ability, during

public employees were required to work

of the [GRC] shall be conducted as expe-

an emergency, to use a “means of com-

from home and/or self-quarantine, and

ditiously

Frequent

munication or other electronic equip-

access to records by remote means, espe-

requestors and their attorneys know

ment” to “(1) conduct a meeting and

cially paper records, was disparate.

that access to records is regularly not

any public business to be conducted

These facts are presumably the basis for

granted or denied in seven business

thereat; (2) cause a meeting to be open

the Legislature’s decision to relieve pub-

days. Rather, custodians request or,

to the public; (3) vote, or (4) receive

lic agencies of the requirement to

more generally, provide themselves

public comment.”16 Second, the amend-

respond to OPRA requests within seven

response time extensions that well

ment granted authority to a public

business days and, instead, require that

exceed seven business days. And while

agency, during an emergency, to “elect

records custodians “shall make a reason-

the GRC does permit parties to file doc-

to provide electronic notice [of a public

able effort, as the circumstances permit,

uments via email and generally con-

meeting] and shall not be deemed to

to respond to a request for access to a

ducts mediations via teleconference,

have violated any provision of law…in

government record within seven busi-

individual case adjudications often take

providing such electronic notice.”17

ness days or as soon as possible there-

several months or years.

While it is an incremental advance in

after.” This language, “as soon as possi13
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as

possible.”

14

15

Litigation regarding response delays is

the law to allow public agencies to post
NJSBA.COM

electronic notices of their meetings,

attend them. On September 24, 2020,

13. N.J.S.A. 47:1A-5(i)(2).

there is no reason to limit this Legisla-

the Department of Community Affairs

14. N.J.S.A. 47:1A-5(i)(1); N.J.S.A.

tion solely to times of emergency. Many

published “Emergency Remote Meeting

47:1A-7(b) & (e) (respectively).

agencies currently post their meeting

Protocol for Local Public Bodies,”

15. Legislation proposed this term

notices online, and the public relies

N.J.A.C. 5:39-1, et seq., which requires

would mandate that the GRC adju-

upon agency websites for such informa-

public bodies to provide the public “with

dicate “all disputes and com-

tion. Thus, the burden would be low rel-

similar access to a remote public meeting

plaints” in 150 calendar days.

ative to the public benefits. Also, the

as members of the local public body,”

Legislature does a disservice to the pub-

N.J.A.C. 4:39-14(c). However, these pro-

16. N.J.S.A. 10:4-9.3(a). The amend-

lic when they relieve public agencies of

visions only apply during a time of

ment’s language regarding what

the original obligation to transmit

declared emergency. Public agencies

type of emergency triggers these

notice of the meetings to two newspa-

should be required to give the public

provisions tracks the language in

pers under those circumstances. While

remote audio and video access when

public agencies are not required to

there is no emergency. Finally, to maxi-

17. N.J.S.A. 10:4-9(b).

advertise such meetings, and newspa-

mize access, meetings should be record-

18. See njpublicnotices.com (last visited

pers are not required to post those

ed electronically and permanently post-

notices, many newspapers do. The New
Jersey Press Association has a website

ed on public agencies’ websites. !

(S380).

the OPRA amendment.

May 29, 2020).

dedicated to publishing a searchable
database of public notices.18 As more

Endnotes

people rely on the internet and the use

1.

Both the OPRA and OPMA amend-

of personal devices to stay connected,

ments dashed through the Legisla-

especially in times of crisis, the OPMA

ture in four days without any pub-

should require electronic notice of meet-

lic hearings or public input from

ings at all times, not just during an

stakeholders.

emergency.

2.

Holding public meetings electronical-

N.J.S.A. 47:1A-5(i)(2). The sevenbusiness-day deadline is suspended

ly is another good idea. However, the

during a state-wide state of emer-

application should not be limited to

gency or state-wide public health

times of emergency. For years, practi-

emergency, or a state of local disas-

tioners have acknowledged that public

ter emergency. Id.

agencies could hold public meetings via

3.

N.J.S.A. 26:13-26.

conference call, provided that the public

4.

Exec. Order 26 (McGreevey 2002).

is given advance notice, the opportunity

5.

N.J.S.A. 47:1A-1.1.

to listen, and the means to comment on

6.

N.J.S.A. 47:1A-3(a).

the record. Any form of secret meeting

7.

N.J.S.A. 47:1A-1.

(via conference call, internet, or in-per-

8.

Exec. Order 9 (Hughes 1963).

son) or email is barred by the OPMA.

9.

N.J.A. C. 8:36-15.3(a) & 8:36-23.15.

Public meetings via conference calls

10. An open issue is whether a record

have always been legal but have histori-

that relates to a public health emer-

cally been difficult to administer. The

gency that is required to be made,

concept of using platforms such as Zoom

maintained or kept on file by a law

to allow the public to watch and partici-

other than the EHPA would not be

pate in meetings remotely should be the

covered by the EHPA’s exemption.

permanent standard and not solely a

11. N.J.S.A. 47:1A-5(g).

prophylactic measure during emergen-

12. See nj.com/coronavirus/2020/05/

cies. The Legislature should mandate the

requests-for-nj-public-records-reject-

use of call and video conferencing tech-

ed-during-coronavirus-crisis-as-mur-

nology to give the public live access to

phy-uses-little-known-law.html (last

public meetings without having to

visited May 29, 2020).
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COVID-19 ‘Stay at Home’
Orders Provoke First
Amendment Challenges
by C.J. Griffin and Howard Pashman
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As state and local authorities scrambled in March and April
2020 to respond to COVID-19, a disease caused by the novel
coronavirus, it became hard to explain to the public why
houses of worship had restrictions that other places did
not. In Louisville, Kentucky, drive-through liquor stores
could operate, but drive-in churches could not. In Kansas,
religious gatherings were limited to 10 congregants with an
unlimited number of clerics, musical performers, and others leading a service, while detoxification centers, hotels,
and libraries had no restrictions on the number of people
who could gather. In Illinois, religious gatherings were limited to 10 people total, but large warehouses and stores selling recreational cannabis were not.
Religious organizations around the
country sued to enjoin these restrictions

C.J. GRIFFIN is a partner at Pashman
Stein Walder Hayden and is Director of
the firm’s Justice Gary S. Stein Public
Interest Center, which focuses on a broad
array of public interest litigation.

jurisdictions have come to different
conclusions.

on the grounds that they violated the

In Jacobson v. Commonwealth of Mass.,

Free Exercise Clause of the First Amend-

197 U.S. 11 (1905), the Supreme Court

ment. Courts reached widely divergent

rejected a Fourteenth Amendment chal-

conclusions on these cases, unable to

lenge to compulsory vaccination against

agree even on the standard of review to

smallpox. The Court reasoned that “[t]he

apply. This article explores the issues

possession and enjoyment of all rights are

that arose under the Free Exercise Clause

subject to such reasonable conditions as

when states imposed restrictions on

may be deemed by the governing author-

gatherings to slow the spread of COVID-

ity of the country essential to the safety,

19. Those issues, in New Jersey and else-

health, peace, good order, and morals of

palpable invasion of rights secured by the

where, are unlikely to be fully resolved

the community.”2 This principle is partic-

fundamental

in the courts. They will be addressed

ularly true during a public health crisis

whether the state’s emergency measures

through revised executive orders and

because “a community has the right to

lack basic exceptions for “extreme cases,”

policy decisions about how to balance

protect itself against an epidemic of dis-

and whether the measures are pretextu-

public health and public sentiment.

ease which threatens the safety of its

al—that is, arbitrary or oppressive.” At the

members.” However, the Court recog-

same time, however, courts may not sec-

nized that this power is limited: any law

ond-guess the wisdom or efficacy of the

enacted to protect public health or safety

measures.5

3

How Courts Approach Free Exercise
Challenges to COVID-19 Regulations

HOWARD PASHMAN is an associate at
Pashman Stein Walder Hayden, where he
practices complex civil litigation and
white collar criminal defense. He is also
the author of a book on the legal history
of the American Revolution.

law.”

Courts

may

ask

The Free Exercise Clause of the First

must nonetheless be rejected if it “has no

Amendment, applied to the states

real or substantial relation to those

Some courts have applied what might

through the Fourteenth Amendment,

objects, or is, beyond all question, a plain,

be called the Jacobson standard to Free

provides that “Congress shall make no

palpable invasion of rights secured by the

Exercise challenges to COVID-19 regula-

law respecting an establishment of reli-

fundamental law.” As concisely summa-

tions. This standard of review asks

gion, or prohibiting the free exercise

rized by the Fifth Circuit:

whether the restrictions on religious

4

thereof.” This right, like others, can be

gatherings have a “real or substantial

1

regulated, particularly during a public

The bottom line is this: when faced with a

relation” to protecting public health, or

health crisis. What is unclear is what

society-threatening epidemic, a state may

if the regulations are “beyond all ques-

standard of review applies to determine

implement emergency measures that cur-

tion, a plain, palpable invasion of

whether the restrictions that governors

tail constitutional rights so long as the

rights.”6 These courts typically focus on

across the nation have placed upon reli-

measures have at least some “real or sub-

the severity of the current public health

gious gatherings are constitutionally

stantial relation” to the public health crisis

crisis and affirm restrictions on religious

permissible, and courts in different

and are not “beyond all question, a plain,

gatherings.7
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Some courts have applied a more tra-

is not to gather with others or engage

Breyer—relied on Jacobson in finding

ditional Free Exercise Clause analysis

them in conversation and fellowship, but to

that political leaders have primary

that gives no special weight to the fact

purchase necessary items and then leave

responsibility for protecting “the safety

that the challenged regulations were

as soon as possible. By comparison, reli-

and health of the people” during a pan-

intended to address a pandemic. This

gious services involve sustained interac-

demic.15 Chief Justice Roberts also sug-

view starts with the proposition that “a

tions between many people.12

gested that California’s restrictions on

law that is neutral and of general appli-

religious gatherings “appear consistent

cability need not be justified by a com-

In this view, the fact that certain busi-

with the Free Exercise Clause” because

pelling governmental interest even if

nesses can operate is irrelevant to the

“[s]imilar or more severe restrictions

the law has the incidental effect of bur-

restrictions on religious gatherings and

apply to comparable secular gatherings,

dening a particular religious practice.”

does not prove that those restrictions

including lectures, concerts, movie

Thus, a neutral, generally applicable law

lack a rational basis.

showings, spectator sports, and theatri-

8

that only incidentally burdens religious

The rational basis test only applies

cal performances, where large groups of

practice needs a rational basis.9 Courts

where the law is a neutral, generally

people gather in close proximity for

applying this form of scrutiny to

applicable one that incidentally burdens

extended periods of time.”16

COVID-19 restrictions ask whether the

religion. But “if the object of a law is to

challenged law is facially neutral or if it

infringe upon or restrict practices

Kavanaugh—writing for himself and

specifically targets religion. In doing so,

because of their religious motivation,

Justices Alito, Thomas, and Gorsuch—

courts often focus on the fact that the

the law is not neutral, and it is invalid

would have granted the application. Jus-

regulations explicitly restrict religious

unless it is justified by a compelling

tice Kavanaugh applied strict scrutiny

practice while allowing a wide range of

interest and is narrowly tailored to

and found that the restrictions on hous-

secular, commercial activity as essen-

advance that interest.”13 Thus, if a

es of worship were not narrowly tai-

tial—everything from manufacturing

COVID-19 restriction targets religious

lored: California lacked “a compelling

facilities to supermarkets, hardware

practice, then it must pass strict scruti-

justification for distinguishing between

stores to liquor stores.10 The restrictions

ny, which those restrictions rarely if ever

(i) religious worship services and (ii) the

on religious gatherings that do not

have done. Courts applying strict scruti-

litany of other secular businesses that

apply to “essential” businesses are cited

ny rely on the fact that the restrictions

are not subject to an occupancy cap.”17

as evidence that there is no rational

are not facially neutral since they

According to Justice Kavanaugh, “[t]he

basis for them. As one judge in the West-

expressly limit the number of people

basic constitutional problem is that

ern District of Kentucky put it, “If beer is

who can gather for religious purposes.

comparable secular businesses are not

‘essential,’ so is Easter.”11

Moreover, such courts cite the fact that

subject to a 25% occupancy cap, includ-

On

the

other

hand,

Justice

Other courts have applied the ration-

religious gatherings are restricted in a

ing factories, offices, supermarkets,

al basis standard but reached a different

way that “essential” businesses are not

restaurants, retail stores, pharmacies,

result. Instead of comparing the restric-

as evidence that the restrictions are not

shopping malls, pet grooming shops,

tions on religious gatherings to essential

narrowly tailored. As one court put it

bookstores, florists, hair salons, and

commercial activities to see if secular

when enjoining enforcement of an exec-

cannabis dispensaries.”18 Thus, the

activity is treated differently, these

utive order by the Governor of Kansas,

Supreme Court appears divided, with

courts compare religious gatherings to

nothing suggests that “mass gatherings

some Justices relying on Jacobson in

gatherings like concerts and sporting

at churches pose unique health risks

deferring to elected leaders to protect

events. As one judge in the Northern

that do not arise at airports, offices, and

public health during a pandemic, and

District of Illinois saw it,

production facilities.”

finding that restrictions placed on hous-

14

The U.S. Supreme Court appears as

es of worship should resemble those

retailers and food manufacturers are not

divided as the District Courts over these

placed on gatherings like concerts and

comparable to religious organizations.…

issues. A California church sought inter-

spectator sports; but other Justices

The key distinction turns on the nature of

locutory injunctive relief from Gov.

applying

each activity. When people buy groceries,

Gavin Newsom’s executive order limit-

whether the restrictions are narrowly

for example, they typically enter a building

ing houses of worship to 25% capacity,

tailored by comparing them to limita-

quickly, do not engage directly with others

and the Court denied the application.

tions on retail businesses like restau-

except at points of sale, and leave once the

Chief Justice Roberts—writing for Jus-

rants, malls, and bookstores.

task is complete. The purpose of shopping

tices Kagan, Sotomayor, Ginsburg, and
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strict

scrutiny

to

gauge

In sum, COVID-19 regulations, usualNJSBA.COM

ly in the form of executive orders, are

New Jersey is a case in point in how

not ticketed. If those same people recite

sometimes analyzed under the Jacobson

these political balances could have

the same prayers and gather at church

standard, and other times through

unintended constitutional implications.

the next day, then they could be cited

rational basis or strict scrutiny. Of

Gov. Phil Murphy’s Executive Order

for it under the current executive order.

course, the exact nature of the regula-

107, issued on March 21, 2020, prohib-

This double standard could not pass

tions affect how courts interpret them.

ited all “gatherings of individuals” such

constitutional muster, regardless of

But courts have not identified which

as “parties, celebrations, or other social

what type of scrutiny courts use.26

type of scrutiny should be used in which

events” with limited exceptions. Para-

Perhaps recognizing his untenable

circumstance. The result has been a

graph 2 of the same executive order per-

position, on June 9, Murphy issued

patchwork of approaches, with some

mitted people to leave home for a “reli-

Executive Order 152, which recognized

courts analyzing the regulations under

gious reason,” though it was unclear

that “religious gatherings and political

multiple standards of review, perhaps to

where they might go since they could

activity” are “particularly important to

cover their bases.

not create a “gathering of individuals”

the functioning of the State and of soci-

for religious purposes. Executive Order

ety.”27 The new executive order permit-

142, issued on May 13, relaxed that

ted outdoor gatherings of up to 100 peo-

broad restriction by providing that gath-

ple

19

Resolving Disputes Over COVID-19
Restrictions

22

with

“an

exception

explicitly

Despite the conflicting guidance

erings could take place if attendees

allowing outdoor gatherings of more

from the courts, or perhaps because of

stayed in their cars or if the gatherings

than 100 persons for First Amendment-

it, Free Exercise challenges to COVID-19

were limited to 10 people. On May 22,

protected outdoor activities.”

restrictions have been resolved in other

Executive Order 148 allowed outdoor

same executive order allowed either 25

venues or have been mooted by new or

gatherings of up to 25 people, not in

percent of a building’s capacity or 50

revised executive orders. For instance,

their cars and excluding contact sports,

people, whichever is lower, to gather

the plaintiffs challenging an executive

provided attendees followed social dis-

indoors for religious purposes.29 Howev-

order in Kansas voluntarily dismissed

tancing.24

weather

er, if New Jersey experiences a second

their suit when the order expired and

improved and the virus spread more

wave of COVID-19 that requires tighten-

was replaced by one that allowed in-per-

slowly, New Jersey started to allow reli-

ing restrictions on gatherings all over

son worship provided that the congre-

gious and other gatherings to resume as

again, then the Governor will need to

gants observed social distancing. Other

part of the “re-opening” of New Jersey.

navigate these legal shoals very carefully

20
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Thus,

as

the

28

The

governors amended their executive

The protests, however, changed the

in order to avoid a First Amendment

orders to address rapidly changing pub-

planned trajectory of re-opening by

challenge similar to the one the

lic health conditions. Officials in New

requiring Murphy to balance his support

Supreme Court recently addressed in

York, New Jersey, and elsewhere relaxed

for the protests against his executive

California.

restrictions on religious gatherings and

orders that made large gatherings illegal.

As the virus ebbs and flows, with its

other events as those states met certain

On June 1, Murphy declared that “I sup-

economic effects deepening, and as

benchmarks in reducing the spread of

port these protests and thank the thou-

demands for wide-ranging social justice

the virus.

sands of people who peacefully and

reform persist, political leaders will have

respectfully took part.”

While such a

to balance fundamental interests such as

tions in the spread of the virus, wide-

In addition to the changing condi-

view may be a sound and even laudable

public health, the right to free speech,

spread social upheaval forced officials to

political position, it likely opens the

and the free exercise of religion. Given

reevaluate their positions on large gath-

door to Free Exercise challenges to his

the murky state of the law, whether

erings. In particular, protests following

executive orders limiting gatherings.

challenges to restrictions on religious

the killing of George Floyd in Min-

There would be no constitutionally per-

gatherings are upheld by the judiciary

neapolis forced leaders to reconcile their

missible basis for Murphy or any other

will largely depend on the standard of

support for the racial justice protests

governor to enforce restrictions only

review that the federal court in a partic-

with their desire to continue limiting

against religious gatherings but not

ular jurisdiction applies. But more likely,

gatherings to prevent a spike in infec-

political ones simply because the gover-

most challenges will be resolved by

tions. Large racial justice protests have

nor agrees with the goals of the political

amendments to executive orders due to

happened in all 50 states and no state

gathering. To put the point even more

changing circumstances or voluntary

has issued citations for violating bans on

starkly: Imagine 50 people attend a

acknowledgment that the executive

gatherings.

protest where they chant, pray, and are

21
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orders were problematic. !
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The Ten Commandments are displayed on the grounds of the Texas State Capitol in Austin. In Van Orden v. Perry,
the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that it was permissible for Texas to continue to display a stone monument also
depicting the Ten Commandments that had been erected on the grounds of the State Capitol along with other
markers commemorating the “people, ideals, and events that compose Texan identity.” PHOTO CREDIT: ISTOCKPHOTO

Religion Clause Jurisprudence
at the Crossroads?
Court Interpretations on Displays are Evolving
by Ronald K. Chen
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A

fter several years in which the United States Supreme Court left
relatively undisturbed the constitutional doctrines governing
religious liberty, recent cases suggest that the Court may be
nearing the precipice of adopting very different governing principles for both the Establishment and the Free Exercise Clause
prongs of the First Amendment.

Establishment Clause
In the Establishment area, after a hiatus of 15 years, the Court reviewed a public

religious display case in American Legion v. American Humanist Association.1 In 1925,
a 40-foot Latin cross was constructed by the American Legion in Bladensburg, Maryland, to honor the local servicemen that died during World War I. At the time it was
built, the monument was on private land, but in 1961 the land was donated to a
state agency which maintains the cross, now located in the median of a divided
highway. The American Humanist Association challenged the memorial as violative
of the Establishment Clause. The challenge was largely based on the Supreme
Court’s decision in Lemon v. Kurtzman,2 in which the Court laid out a three-part test
in gauging Establishment Clause challenges, viz., does the challenged government
action (1) have a secular purpose, (2) have a principal or primary effect that neither
advances nor inhibits religion, and (3) not foster an excessive government entanglement with religion? The district court, finding that the purpose of the memorial was
primarily secular, upheld its constitutionality. The United States Court of Appeals
for the Fourth Circuit, however, reversed and, focusing more on the second prong
of the Lemon tests, found that although the purpose was secular, a reasonable
observer would nevertheless have fairly understood the cross to have the primary
effect of endorsing religion.
The last time the Court dealt with the constitutionality of public religious displays, it issued two judgments on the same day whose results were facially difficult
to reconcile. In McCreary County v. ACLU,3 the Court ruled in a 5–4 decision written
by Justice Souter that the practice that had been adopted relatively recently by two
Kentucky counties of posting the Ten Commandments in the county courthouses
violated the Establishment Clause. Based on evidence of the history of the government’s actions in this particular case, the Court concluded that the purpose was religious, not secular, without making a broader pronouncement on the constitutionality on the Ten Commandments in other settings. But in Van Orden v. Perry,4 the
Court ruled, also by a vote of 5–4, that it was permissible for Texas to continue to
display a stone monument also depicting the Ten Commandments that had been
erected on the grounds of the State Capitol along with other markers commemorating the “people, ideals, and events that compose Texan identity.” The plurality
opinion, written by Chief Justice Rehnquist, minimized the utility of Lemon v. Kurtzman in analyzing Establishment Clause cases generally, and public monuments and
displays in particular, although it did not outright eliminate the Lemon tests.
Given the subsequent changes in the composition of the Court, some had specRONALD K. CHEN is University Professor,
Distinguished Professor of Law and Judge
Leonard I. Garth Scholar at Rutgers Law
School. He was previously the Co-Dean of
Rutgers Law School and served as the
Public Advocate of New Jersey from 2006
to 2010. He also serves as General Counsel and member of the National Board of
the American Civil Liberties Union.
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ulated that the Court might take the opportunity in American Legion v. American
Humanist Association to declare definitively that the three-part test of Lemon v. Kurtzman was now eliminated from its constitutional jurisprudence. In particular, Justice
Alito had succeeded Justice O’Connor, whose prior opinions had reinforced the
Lemon tests, and particularly the second prong of secular effect, which Justice
O’Connor had further interpreted as requiring that a “reasonable observer” construe
the challenged governmental action as demonstrating neither endorsement of nor
NEW JERSEY LAWYER | OCTOBER 2020
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hostility to religion. The analytical con-

particularly inapt in considering chal-

tion singled out religious activity for

struct of a hypothetical “reasonable

lenges to religiously expressive public

particular restrictions, such as Church of

observer” being offended by a purport-

monuments and displays. Nevertheless,

the Lukumi Babalu Aye, Inc. v. Hialeah,7

edly nonsectarian governmental display

even these parts of the opinion did not

(city

was particularly disagreeable to the late

reject Lemon outright leaving open the

slaughter of animals was “gerryman-

Justice Scalia, who believed that the

remote possibility that the perception of

dered with care” to only apply to reli-

Establishment Clause did not prevent

the hypothetical “reasonable observer”

gious killings). A subsequent attempt by

government endorsement of religion

on whether government had endorsed

Congress to reverse Smith by statute was

generally, as well as Justice Thomas, who

religion might still be somewhat persua-

held

does not believe that the Establishment

sive evidence of constitutionality.

applied to the states, in City of Boerne v.

ordinance

partially

prohibiting

ritual

unconstitutional,

as

Clause should be made applicable to the

It is clear that now the Court has lit-

states through incorporation by the

tle use for the “reasonable observer”

In recent cases, however, the Court

Fourteenth Amendment.

Flores.8

analysis or the Lemon effects test gener-

has been invited to narrowly construe

It was mildly surprising, therefore,

ally in public religious displays cases.

and indeed outright overrule Smith.

that the opinion announcing the judg-

Rather, it will focus on the inquiry of

Notably, the proponents of this doctri-

ment of the Court by Justice Alito in

whether the historical purpose behind

nal change are often religiously affiliat-

American Legion v. American Humanist

the particular display in question,

ed entities or individuals who object to

Association did not formally consign

judged by fairly generous standards of

facially neutral secular laws that conflict

Lemon v. Kurtzman to doctrinal oblivion,

hindsight, could be rationalized as secu-

with their religious beliefs, such as LGBT

although even the most sanguine

lar. To the extent that the effects prong

anti-discrimination laws. In the well-

metaphor might be that it is currently

of the Lemon tests has any continued

publicized case of Masterpiece Cakeshop v.

on “life support.” Although the ultimate

vitality, it may be in the school setting,

Colorado Civil Rights Commission,9 a

judgment to permit governmental dis-

where concern over the susceptibility of

cakeshop owner sought to avoid the

play of the Latin Cross received seven of

younger children to the perception of

proscriptions of Colorado’s law forbid-

nine votes (including Justices Breyer and

government endorsement of religion

ding discrimination on the basis of sex-

Kagan), the only portion of the opinion

might

some

ual orientation. The lower courts found

that garnered an absolute majority of

restraints on organized religious activity

the law to be generally applicable and

the Court based the result on the fact-

that is reasonably perceived as commu-

neutral with regard to religious belief,

intensive observation that over the pas-

nicating government endorsement or

and therefore upheld the statute under

sage of time the Bladensburg Cross,

hostility.

the principles of Smith. The Supreme

continue

to

justify

although undeniably a Christian symbol, had become uniquely associated

Court, however, relying heavily on com-

Free Exercise

ments made by an individual member

with the fallen soldiers of World War I.

After the Supreme Court decided

of the state civil rights commission

“With sufficient time, religiously expres-

Employment Division, Department of

which the majority thought exhibited

sive monuments, symbols, and practices

Human Resources of Oregon v. Smith, the

hostility to religion, found that an anti-

can become embedded features of a

so-called “peyote” case, the Free Exercise

religion animus undergird the commis-

community’s landscape and identity.”

prong of the First Amendment appeared

sion’s actions enforcing the statute. By

The Court thus found that with regard

in many cases to be little more than a

basing its judgment on a narrow fact-

to religiously expressive monuments

cautious redundancy to the Equal Pro-

specific circumstance, however, the

that had existed for many years, the pas-

tection clause. In holding that generally

Court avoided making any major doctri-

sage of time itself gives rise to a strong

applicable laws, which did not target

nal changes.

presumption of constitutionality, and

specific religious practices or establish a

This attention by some members of

tearing down those monuments might

denominational preference, do not vio-

the Court to the possibility of subjective

in fact evince hostility toward religion.

late free exercise, the Court discarded

anti-religious animus motivating state

5

The portions of the opinion that did

the compelling interest test that it had

laws was also evident in the case decided

discuss the continued vitality of Lemon

previously used in free exercise cases

this term, Espinoza v. Montana Depart-

v. Kurtzman noted that it had failed in its

since Sherbert v. Verner. Cases in which

ment of Revenue, in which a tax credit

attempt to provide a universal frame-

the Court found a free exercise violation

was available to parents who sent their

work by which to analyze all Establish-

were those in which it found that the

child to private school. Montana’s con-

ment Clause challenges, and found it

statute or government practice in ques-

stitution, however, contained a “no aid”
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Further indication of a possible willingness by at least
some members of the Court to more readily discover
anti-religious hostility based on extrinsic evidence can
be found in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic.
provision to sectarian schools, and

ian aid” provision on their own (not

indoor secular activities, and that other

therefore the tax credit was not available

including New Jersey, whose own ver-

secular activities did not involve pro-

to the plaintiff, and he sued under the

sion of a “no sectarian aid” clause was

longed periods of large audiences

Free Exercise clause. Although not facial-

adopted decades earlier in the 1844

singing and reciting, which activities

ly

religious

state constitution). The Court noted,

presented enhanced risk of virus trans-

denominations, the “no aid” clause did

citing secondary scholarly sources, that

mission.

differentiate between religious and secu-

“it was an open secret that ‘sectarian’

The Court denied the motion by a

lar private schools, and the Court there-

was code for ‘Catholic.’” The Blaine

5–4 vote. Chief Justice Roberts filed a

fore distinguished Smith and applied the

Amendment, the Court concluded, was

carefully nuanced opinion, noting that

demanding standard of strict scrutiny.

“born of bigotry” and “arose at a time

the judgment on appropriate measures

Montana claimed a compelling state

of pervasive hostility to the Catholic

to combat the virus is a “dynamic and

interest in seeking to avoid violating the

Church and to Catholics in general.”

fact-intensive matter subject to reason-

Establishment Clause, but since the

Although the Blaine Amendment itself

able disagreement,” and “in areas

Court has held in the past that the

failed, Roberts concluded that many of

fraught with medical and scientific

Establishment Clause is not violated

its state counterparts have a similarly

uncertainties,” the latitude given to gov-

when religious entities receive govern-

“shameful pedigree.”

ernment officials “must be especially

discriminatory

among

ment benefits under a neutral program

Further indication of a possible will-

broad.” Justice Kavanaugh, joined by

available to all similarly situated appli-

ingness by at least some members of the

Justices Thomas and Gorsuch, however,

cants, it found that such a compelling

Court to more readily discover anti-reli-

filed an opinion that was less willing to

state interest was absent. Noting that a

gious hostility based on extrinsic evi-

afford that latitude, and implicitly

“State’s interest in achieving greater sep-

dence can be found in the context of the

rejected the state’s assertion that the

aration of church and State than is

COVID-19 pandemic. In South Bay Unit-

limitation imposed on churches was

already ensured under the Establish-

ed Pentecostal Church v. Newsom,

(on

also imposed on “comparable secular

ment Clause ... is limited by the Free

application for injunctive relief), a Cali-

businesses.” Justice Kavanaugh posed

Exercise Clause,” the majority narrowed

fornia church challenged the limitation

rhetorically, “Assuming all of the same

the “play in the joints” between “what

imposed by Governor Gavin Newsom in

precautions are taken, why can someone

the Establishment Clause permits and

his Phase IV reopening plan that live

safely walk down a grocery store aisle

the Free Exercise Clause compels.”

10

attendance at group activities such as

but not a pew? And why can someone

The majority opinion written by

lectures, concerts, movie showings,

safely interact with a brave delivery-

Chief Justice Roberts also expanded the

spectator sports, and theatrical perform-

woman but not with a stoic minister?”

methods by which hostility to a partic-

ances, and explicitly including religious

The opinion is thus notable in that it

ular denomination might be shown,

services, be limited to 25% of capacity.

demonstrates those justices’ willingness

through extrinsic evidence not derived

Plaintiff alleged that “similar” secular

to look behind governmental expertise

from the text itself. It noted that the

activities, such as grocery stores or

in characterizing the danger of conta-

Montana constitutional prohibition

indoor dining, were not so limited, and

gion in particular settings, and thus to

against public aid to sectarian schools

therefore the regulation discriminated

require more evidence in order to dispel

was modelled after the Blaine Amend-

expressly against religion. The state

the suspicion that the regulation was

ment, a failed proposal in 1875 to

responded, in part, by claiming that

based on anti-religious animus.

amend the U.S. Constitution to explic-

there was no animus against religious

In a case that has been accepted but

itly prohibit such aid. Forty states even-

activity, that church attendance was

not yet argued, Fulton v. City of Philadel-

tually adopted a version of a “no sectar-

grouped

phia,11 the petition for certiorari explicitly

NJSBA.COM

together

with

comparable
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invites the Court to revisit Smith. In Ful-

the title of the employee is not disposi-

array of primarily secular uses, our court

ton, the city’s anti-discrimination laws

tive, and that “a variety of factors may

distinguished Trinity Lutheran Church of

forbade city contractors from discrimi-

be important.” The Court concluded

Columbia, Inc. v. Comer,14 (Free Exercise

nating on the basis, inter alia, of sexual

that “What matters, at bottom, is what

clause forbids discrimination against

orientation or identity. When Catholic

an employee does.” Justice Thomas, in

religious entities in provision of secular

adoption

that,

his concurrence, would have gone fur-

government benefits), based on the dis-

because of their religious views on mar-

agencies

confirmed

ther and explicitly required “civil courts

tinction that, unlike the playground

riage, they would not work with gay

to defer to religious organizations’ good-

recreational equipment at issue in Trini-

couples, the city’s human services

faith claims that a certain employee’s

ty Lutheran, “the public funds awarded

agency ceased referring foster children

position

Justice

in this case actually went toward ‘reli-

to them. The Third Circuit, in affirming

Sotomayor in dissent, joined by Justice

gious uses,’” i.e., the repair of churches.

the denial of a preliminary injunction,

Ginsburg, criticized the majority for tac-

Presaging the historical analysis in

concluded that the Catholic agencies

itly adopting Justice Thomas’s reason-

Espinoza, the New Jersey Supreme Court

were not being singled out for adverse

ing. She wrote, “because the Court’s new

noted that the Religious Aid Clause, N.J.

treatment because of their religious

standard prizes a functional importance

Const. (1947) Art. I ¶3, long predated

character, and therefore applied Smith

that it appears to deem churches in the

the Blaine Amendment of 1875, and

according to its terms. Whether the

best position to explain, one cannot

indeed had its roots in the 1776 New Jer-

Court will accept this invitation is an

help but conclude that the Court has

sey Constitution. Moreover, since the

open question whose answer may sub-

just traded legal analysis for a rubber

1844 New Jersey Constitution, the text

stantially redirect the flow of Free Exer-

stamp.”

of the Clause has omitted reference to

cise clause analysis.

is

‘ministerial.’”

Morrissey-Berru may therefore be a

the governing body’s purpose in provid-

At the very end of the Court’s Term,

telling indicator of whether the Court is

ing the aid, and is limited to the objec-

in Our Lady of Guadalupe Sch. v. Morris-

in fact willing to revisit its Free Exercise

tive inquiry of the use to which public

sey-Berru, it decided consolidated cases

jurisprudence and, contrary to Smith,

funds are put. Whether this distinction

that significantly expanded the “minis-

make the clause the source of affirma-

will be sufficient to shield New Jersey’s

terial exception,” under which religious

tive constitutional immunity against

Religious Aid Clause from federal Free

entities are immunized from enforce-

neutral government regulation, rather

Exercise clause infirmity is another open

ment of government employment regu-

than merely a passive shield against gov-

question that awaits further explanation

lations, including anti-discrimination

ernment discrimination against reli-

by the United States Supreme Court as it

laws.

revisits the contours of its Free Exercise

12

in

gion. If so, then the Court may also

parochial schools, one of whom alleged

Plaintiffs

were

teachers

need to develop more objective doctri-

termination based on her age in viola-

nal tests to determine the boundaries of

tion of the Age Discrimination in

this new affirmative protection.
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Espinoza v. Montana: Religious
Schools Cannot be Excluded
From Funding Program
State Constitutional Prohibition on Aid to
Sectarian Schools Violates Federal Constitution
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n Espinoza v. Montana, the Supreme Court held that
while a “State need not subsidize private education,”
once it “decides to do so, it cannot disqualify some private schools solely because they are religious.”1 This
requirement is imposed by the Free Exercise Clause of
the United States Constitution (applicable to the states
by the Fourteenth Amendment), and a state constitutional provision barring aid to sectarian schools cannot stand in the
way.2 This decision calls into question similar state constitutional provisions around the country, including in New Jersey.
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Majority opinion builds on Trinity
Lutheran and distinguishes Locke

leading precedent supporting the conclusion that the First Amendment per-

Concurring opinions illuminate the
path forward

Espinoza involved a Montana state

mitted, but did not oblige, Montana to

tax credit for donations to student

include religious schools was Locke v.

Justices

scholarship organizations; those organ-

Davey.7 Locke emphasized that “there is

Roberts’ opinion for the Court, help

izations in turn awarded scholarships

room for play in the joints” between the

shed light on how these distinctions

for tuition at private schools. The

Establishment Clause and the Free Exer-

may affect later cases.14 In one, Justice

Court built on its 2017 Trinity Lutheran

cise Clause. It upheld a Washington

Gorsuch

decision, which held that a church-

scholarship program that provided

whether Montana’s discrimination is

owned preschool could not be exclud-

money for postsecondary education,

better described as based on religious

ed, simply because it was church-

including at accredited religious schools,

status or religious activity, but empha-

owned, from a government grant

but prohibited students from using the

sized that “it is not as if the First Amend-

program to resurface playgrounds.

scholarships to pursue degrees in devo-

ment cares” which description is more

tional theology.

accurate.15 That’s because the constitu-

3

Espinoza thus made clear that despite a

8

Two concurring opinions, written by
who

joined

noted

his

Chief

doubts

Justice

about

footnote in Trinity Lutheran—pointedly

Chief Justice Roberts, writing for five

tional “guarantee protects not just the

not joined by two of the six justices in

justices in Espinoza, distinguished Locke

right to be a religious person, holding

the majority in Trinity Lutheran—that

on two grounds.

beliefs inwardly and secretly; it also pro-

9

this nondiscrimination principle is not

First, the student in Locke was denied

tects the right to act on those beliefs out-

limited to playground resurfacing or

a scholarship because of what he pro-

similar safety measures.4

posed to do with the money: prepare for

Chief Justice Roberts’ opinion did

wardly and publicly.”16

Readers who do not follow First

the ministry. He was not prohibited

not take issue with this view, but simply

Amendment case law closely (especially

from using the scholarship because he

observed, “Some Members of the

older readers who vaguely remember

was religious, or even because the school

Court…have questioned whether there

trying in vain to make sense of what

he sought to attend was religious. By

is a meaningful distinction between dis-

forms of aid to religious schools the

contrast, Montana barred aid to reli-

crimination based on use or conduct

Supreme Court used to prohibit and per-

gious schools simply because they were

and that based on status. We acknowl-

mit)5 might be wondering about the

religious.10

edge the point but need not examine it

Establishment Clause of the United

Second, there was a longstanding tra-

here. It is enough in this case to con-

States Constitution. Much has changed

dition, going back to the founding, of

clude that strict scrutiny applies under

since the 1970s. The Court in Espinoza

opposition to government funding to

Trinity Lutheran because Montana’s no-

noted that parties did not argue that

support church leaders. No similar tradi-

aid provision discriminates based on

including religious schools in the schol-

tion going back to the founding “sup-

religious status.”17 Thus, while future

arship program would violate the Estab-

ports Montana’s decision to disqualify

decisions might try to draw a line

lishment Clause, and added, “Nor could

religious schools from government

between religious status and religious

they. We have repeatedly held that the

aid.”

From the founding through at

use, it is readily foreseeable that this

Establishment Clause is not offended

least the early 19th century, government

way of distinguishing Locke might be

when religious observers and organiza-

at all levels (local, state, and national)

abandoned.18

tions benefit from neutral government

“provided financial support to private

programs. Any Establishment Clause

schools,

denominational

tice Alito’s elaborated on the connec-

objection…here is particularly unavail-

ones.”12 The Court acknowledged that “a

tions between the Blaine Amendment,

ing because the government support

tradition against state support for reli-

anti-Catholicism, and the state consti-

makes its way to religious schools only

gious schools arose in the second half of

tutional provisions barring aid to sectar-

as a result of Montanans independently

the 19th century,” but viewed many of

ian schools, including the Montana

choosing to spend their scholarships at

the no-aid provisions added to state

provision.19 To illustrate the point, he

such schools.”

11

including

In another concurring opinion, Jus-

constitutions at that time as similar to

included a “famous cartoon, published

As a result, the federal question in the

the failed Blaine Amendment—born of

in Harper’s Weekly in 1871, which

case was not whether Montana was per-

bigotry against Catholics—and “hardly

depicts Catholic priests as crocodiles

mitted to include religious schools—it

evince[ing] a tradition that should

slithering hungrily toward American

plainly was—but rather whether it was

inform our understanding of the Free

children as a public school crumbles in

obliged to include religious schools. The

Exercise Clause.”

the background.”20 He explained that

6
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the common school movement at the

the state constitutional violation by

tana Supreme Court invalidated the tax

time was not designed to be religiously

striking the scholarship program in its

break for all couples because the statute

neutral, but rather to “establish a sys-

entirety,” there “simply are no scholar-

violated Article 13, section 12 of the

tem that would inculcate a form of

ship funds to be had.”

Montana constitution. That section pro-

least-common-denominator
tantism,”

25

Protes-

The image of a court “striking down”

vides, “Only a marriage between one

that “Catholic and Jewish

legislation is common but unfortunate,

man and one woman shall be valid or

schools sprang up because the common

because it misrepresents what courts do.

recognized as a marriage in this state.” Is

schools were not neutral on matters of

Instead, when a court is confronted with

there any doubt that Justices Ginsburg

religion,”22 and that these Catholic and

two laws that purport to govern a case,

and Kagan would see that the United

Jewish schools were labeled “‘sectari-

it has to apply a rule of decision to deter-

States Constitution, as interpreted in

an’—that is, people who had separated

mine which to apply; when it decides

Obergefell,27 prohibited the state court

from the prevailing orthodoxy.”

that one law that purports to govern a

from relying on that state constitutional

21

23

Significantly, the majority did not

case is trumped by a higher law that pur-

provision to hold the state statute

rely on this history as its reason to con-

ports to govern the case, it decides the

invalid?

demn the Montana provision. Instead,

case in conformity with the higher law,

It is true that, in general, violations of

the majority pointed to (a highly-abbre-

disregarding the lower law. In deciding

equality can be remedied by levelling up

viated version of) this history only as a

the case, the Montana Supreme Court

or levelling down,28 so that the Montana

reason to reject the argument that there

did not “strike down” the state statute;

legislature remains free to remedy the

was a suitably deep tradition analogous

it decided the case in conformity with

federal constitutional violation by elim-

to the one in Locke. This means that it

the state constitution, disregarding the

inating tax credits for all private schools,

will not be enough to uphold a state

state statute. But in doing so, it failed to

and would be free to eliminate tax

provision to show that its origins are

heed a still higher law, the United States

breaks for all married couples. But what

untainted by anti-Catholic bigotry.

Constitution. As Chief Justice Roberts

a state court cannot do is to decide a

Even no-aid provisions without any

explained:

case in conformity with a state law that

connection to the Blaine Amendment
are at risk.

cannot validly be applied because of
The Supremacy Clause provides that “the

superior federal law.29

Judges in every State shall be bound” by

Dissenting opinions and the nature of
judicial review

the Federal Constitution, “any Thing in the
Constitution or Laws of any State to the

Impact in New Jersey
The New Jersey Constitution pro-

Justice Ginsburg, in a dissent joined

Contrary notwithstanding.” “This Clause

by Justice Kagan, took a rather different

creates a rule of decision” directing state

approach, an approach that requires

courts that they “must not give effect to

No person shall be deprived of the ines-

attention to another aspect of the case.

state laws that conflict with federal law.”

timable privilege of worshipping Almighty

The Montana statute at issue did not dis-

Given the conflict between the Free Exer-

God in a manner agreeable to the dictates

criminate between secular and religious

cise Clause and the application of the no-

of his own conscience; nor under any pre-

private schools. The Montana Supreme

aid provision here, the Montana Supreme

tense whatever be compelled to attend

Court held that the state statute, by

Court should have “disregarded” the no-

any place of worship contrary to his faith

including religious schools, violated the

aid provision [of the state constitution]

and judgment; nor shall any person be

Montana constitution, and concluded

and decided this case “conformably to the

obliged to pay tithes, taxes, or other rates

therefore that the state statute could not

Constitution” of the United States. Mar-

for building or repairing any church or

be applied at all. Under that holding,

bury v. Madison, 5 U.S. 137, 178 (1803).”

churches, place or places of worship, or for

26

neither religious schools nor secular pri-

vides:

the maintenance of any minister or min-

vate schools would benefit. For this rea-

Deciding the case while disregarding

istry, contrary to what he believes to be

son, Justice Ginsburg concluded that

the no-aid provision meant deciding the

right or has deliberately and voluntarily

since “secular and sectarian schools

case in accordance with the state statute.

engaged to perform.30

alike are ineligible for benefits,…the

It is difficult to imagine that Justices

decision cannot be said to entail differ-

Ginsburg and Kagan would apply their

In a decision issued after Trinity

ential treatment based on petitioners’

approach if the Montana legislature had

Lutheran but before Espinoza, the New

religion.”24

perspective,

(say) provided a tax break for married

Jersey Supreme Court held that a Morris

because “the Montana court remedied

couples (gay and straight) and the Mon-

County historic preservation program

40

From

this
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that funded repairs to historic buildings

part by any church, sect, or

violated this provision by including

denomination.

churches.31 The Court concluded that
this constitutional provision “was not

3.

inspired by the ‘Blaine Amendment’;
nor was it a response to anti-immigrant

4.

Id. at 686–87 (footnotes omitted).
6.

Espinoza, 140 S.Ct. at 2254.

Mont. Const., Art. X, § 6(1).

7.

540 U.S. 712 (2004).

Trinity Lutheran Church of Columbia,

8.

Id. at 718–19 (internal quotation

Inc. v. Comer, 137 S.Ct. 2012 (2017).

marks and citation omitted) (“In

Id. at 2024 n.3. (“This case involves

other words, there are some state

or anti-Catholic bias.32 Instead, the

express discrimination based on

actions permitted by the Establish-

Court traced the current constitutional

religious identity with respect to

ment Clause but not required by

language to the 1776 Constitution, not-

playground resurfacing. We do not

the Free Exercise Clause.”).

ing that while some rights in the 1776

address religious uses of funding or

Constitution were limited to Protes-

9.

Justices Breyer, Kagan, and

other forms of discrimination”).

Sotomayor found Locke controlling.

For example, in Wolman v. Walter,

Espinoza, 140 S.Ct. at 2284 (Breyer,

pelled to fund religious institutions

433 U.S. 229 (1977), “a shifting

J., joined by Kagan, J., dissenting)

through taxation—including the repair

plurality struck down public aid (1)

(“The majority finds that the

of churches…was not limited to Protes-

for remedial services, including

school-playground case, Trinity

tants.”33 The New Jersey Supreme Court

speech, hearing, and psychological

Lutheran, and not the religious-

also relied on the distinction between

diagnosis and therapy, by public

studies case, Locke, controls here. I

religious status and religious use.34

employees on the premises of reli-

disagree”); Espinoza,140 S.Ct. at

tants, “the freedom from being com-

Under Espinoza, however, the absence

5.

giously affiliated schools; (2) for the

2296 (Sotomayor, J., dissenting)

of a connection to the Blaine amend-

loan of instructional materials and

(“Properly understood, this case is

ment is not enough. And while the dis-

equipment to students at religious

tinction between religious status and

schools; and (3) for transportation

10. Espinoza, 140 S.Ct. at 2257.

religious use was not abandoned in

from religious schools to secular

11. Id. at 2258.

Espinoza, it is threatened. As a result,

sites for field trips. The plurality

12. Ibid.

whether New Jersey’s “no tithe” provi-

sustained programs involving text-

13. Id. at 2259.

sion can be validly applied may depend

books, standardized tests and grad-

14. A third concurring opinion, written

on the extent to which the funding at

ing, diagnostic services by public

by Justice Thomas and joined by

issue in a particular case is within a suit-

employees on the premises of reli-

Justice Gorsuch, stated, “Properly

ably deep tradition analogous to the one

gious schools, and remedial services

understood, the Establishment

by public employees off of those

Clause does not prohibit States

premises (even in portable class-

from favoring religion.” Espinoza,

in Locke. !

no different from Locke”).

rooms parked at the curb).”

140 S.Ct. at 2264 (Thomas, J., con-

Endnotes

Michael W. McConnell, State Action

curring).

1.

Espinoza v. Montana Dep’t of Rev-

and the Supreme Court’s Emerging

enue, 140 S.Ct. 2246, 2261 (2020).

Consensus on the Line Between Estab-

The Montana Constitution pro-

lishment and Private Religious Expres-

16. Ibid.

vides:

2.

15. Espinoza, 140 S.Ct. at 2276 (Gorsuch, J., concurring).

sion, 28 Pepp.L.Rev. 681, 686 (2001)

17. Id. at 2257.

Aid prohibited to sectarian

(footnotes omitted). “[C]ommenta-

18. “None of this is meant to suggest

schools.… The legislature, coun-

tors of every jurisprudential stripe,

that we agree…that some lesser

ties, cities, towns, school districts,

on and off the Court, have criti-

degree of scrutiny applies to dis-

and public corporations shall not

cized this line of cases for their

crimination against religious uses

make any direct or indirect

incoherence and inconsistency. Per-

of government aid.” Ibid.

appropriation or payment from

haps the best-known comment on

any public fund or monies, or

the decisions came from Senator

J., concurring) (“Named after House

any grant of lands or other prop-

Daniel Patrick Moynihan, who

Speaker James Blaine, the Congress-

erty for any sectarian purpose or

observed that the Court had

man who introduced it in 1875,

to aid any church, school, acade-

approved books for students in reli-

the amendment was prompted by

my, seminary, college, university,

gious schools but not maps, and

virulent prejudice against immi-

or other literary or scientific insti-

inquired what the Court would do

grants, particularly Catholic immi-

tution, controlled in whole or in

with an atlas— ‘a book of maps.’ ”

grants.”). Justice Alito was motivat-
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19. Espinoza, 140 S.Ct. at 2268 (Alito,
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ed, in part, by the Court’s rejection

authority on this front ‘amounts to

explicit statement that it rested on

of his argument in Ramos v.

little more than the negative power

adequate and independent

Louisiana, 140 S.Ct. 1390 (2020),

to disregard an unconstitutional

grounds).

about the constitutionality of non-

enactment.’ Massachusetts v. Mellon,

30. N.J. Const. (1947) Art. I ¶ 3.

unanimous juries. See ibid. (Alito, J.,

262 U.S. 447, 488 (1923)”).

31. Freedom from Religion Found. v. Mor-

concurring) (“I argued in dissent
that this original motivation,
though deplorable, had no bearing

27. Obergefell v. Hodges, 135 S.Ct. 2584
(2015).
28. “[W]hen the right invoked is that

ris Cty. Bd. of Chosen Freeholders,
232 N.J. 543 (2018).
32. Id. at 561.

on the laws’ constitutionality

to equal treatment, the appropriate

33. Id. at 556. The Court made much

because such laws can be adopted

remedy is a mandate of equal treat-

of the change from “for the purpose

for non-discriminatory reasons, and

ment, a result that can be accom-

of building or repairing any

“both States readopted their rules

plished by withdrawal of benefits

church” in the 1776 Constitution

under different circumstances in

from the favored class as well as by

to “for building or repairing any

later years. But I lost, and Ramos is

extension of benefits to the exclud-

church” in the 1844 Constitution.

now precedent. If the original moti-

ed class.” Sessions v. Morales-San-

Id. at 565–66 (“The clause does not

vation for the laws mattered there,

tana, 137 S.Ct. 1678, 1698 (2017)

ask about the governing body’s

it certainly matters here”).

(internal quotation marks omitted)

intent—that is, whether the author-

20. Id. at 2269.

(citing Heckler v. Mathews, 465 U.S.

ities meant to fund repairs to

21. Id. at 2271 (internal quotation

728, 740 (1984) and Iowa–Des

churches, to preserve history and

Moines Nat. Bank v. Bennett, 284

promote tourism, or both. In fact,

U.S. 239, 247 (1931)).

the change from the 1776 Consti-

marks and citation omitted).
22. Id. at 2272.
23. Ibid.
24. Espinoza, 140 S.Ct. at 2279 (Gins-

tution to the 1844 Constitution

“Montana Supreme Court remedied

removed the bracketed phrase…

a state constitutional violation by

[the purpose of]. Thus, for most of

invalidating a state program on

its existence, the Religious Aid

2293 (Sotomayor, J., dissenting)

state-law grounds, having expressly

Clause has banned public funding

(stating that “there is no longer a

declined to reach any federal

to repair a house of worship with-

program to which Montana’s no-

issue,” Espinoza, 140 S.Ct. at 2292

out regard to some other non-reli-

aid provision can apply”).

(Sotomayor, J., dissenting). But a

gious purpose”) (citations omitted).

burg, J., dissenting).
25. Ibid. See also Espinoza, 140 S.Ct. at

26. Espinoza, 140 S.Ct. at 2262

42

29. Justice Sotomayor claimed that the

state court cannot simultaneously

This conclusion seems doubtful:

(Roberts, C.J.) (citations and brack-

enforce a state law and decline to

The word “for” has long meant

ets omitted). See Barr v. Am. Ass’n of

reach a party’s contention that fed-

“with the object or purpose of.” See

Political Consultants, Inc., 140 S.Ct.

eral law prohibits the application of

Oxford English Dictionary defini-

2335, 2351 n.8 (2020) (Kavanaugh,

that state law. A state law ground

tion 8(a) (providing examples back

J., announcing the judgment)

cannot be an adequate and inde-

(“The term ‘invalidate’ is a com-

pendent ground supporting a judg-

mon judicial shorthand when the

ment in the face of an argument

575. (“This case does not involve

Court holds that a particular provi-

that federal law makes that State

the expenditure of taxpayer money

sion is unlawful and therefore may

ground invalid as applied to the

for non-religious uses, such as the

not be enforced.... To be clear, how-

case. See Edward A. Hartnett, Sum-

playground resurfacing”).

ever, when it ‘invalidates’ a law as

mary Reversals in the Roberts Court,

unconstitutional, the Court of

38 Cardozo L.Rev. 591, 618 (2016)

course does not formally repeal the

(discussing the summary reversal of

law from the U. S. Code or the

a state court decision and noting

Statutes at Large. Instead…the

that “[o]f course, the decision did

Court recognizes that the Constitu-

not rest on adequate and independ-

tion is a ‘superior, paramount law,’

ent state grounds, because it could

and that ‘a legislative act contrary

not reach the judgment it did with-

to the constitution is not law’ at

out rejecting the merits of the fed-

all. [citing Marbury] The Court’s

eral claim,” despite the state court’s
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to Beowulf).
34. Freedom From Religion, 232 N.J. at
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WHAT JOKES
ARE OK TO SAY?

CASE RULINGS TEND
TO PROTECT HUMOR
INVOLVING
INCONGRUITY, PARODY
by Laura E. Little
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ew would debate that comedy is important—if not crucial—to full appreciation
of life. Comedy provides a way to have
fun, to create community and personal
connections, to release tension, and to
critique others’ actions in a light-hearted way. But few would debate that comedy also can
push boundaries of social and moral propriety as well
as injure the human dignity of others.
These latter qualities most directly implicate the First Amendment. After all, we
do not have a First Amendment to ease the path for expression that society generally endorses and celebrates. Such expression does not need well-forged constitutional doctrine to guard against attempts to muzzle it. Rather, the First Amendment’s key function is to protect expression that many do not like: Expression that
faces social condemnation and government’s attempts to suppress.
So what does this First Amendment function mean for comedy? The connections
are vast. Remarkably, however, a cross-section of First Amendment cases reveals consistent patterns in the statutory and case law. Not only are the patterns inherently
interesting, but they also unveil principles that can guide practitioners of comedy
(comedians), those who decide whether to provide a forum for comedians (night
club owners, university presidents, and the like), and those who guide comedians to
avoid legal trouble and who handle whatever legal problems comedians may create
(lawyers and judges).

The Three Categories of Comedy
A useful way to identify humor regulation patterns comes from three theories of
comedy developed by centuries of philosophers, psychologists, literary scholars,
and other thinkers. This tripartite collection of theories describes comedy’s different
types and recognizes that a single joke can reflect more than one of the theories.
The concept that enjoys the longest lineage is superiority theory. Identified by
the likes of Aristotle, Plato, Socrates, and Cicero, superiority theory describes that
type of aggressive humor that disparages and ridicules others, often for the purpose
of uplifting the sense of value and well-being enjoyed by the individual who delivers the humor. Next is incongruity theory, which posits that comedy rises from the
juxtaposition of two unlikely phenomena. Incongruous jokes usually involve surprise: Starting with a set up that builds one type of expectation followed by a punchline or twist that delivers an unexpected resolution to the set up. Finally is release
theory. Developed by Freud, this theory holds that humor often taps into repressed
sources of pleasure, anxiety, discomfort, and pressure. The notion here is that jokes
can provide a vehicle for releasing or relieving nervous energy that builds up in the
human psyche. Release humor often occurs in the context of taboo or unpleasant
topics, such as excrement, death, sex, and incest.
LAURA E. LITTLE is the James G. Schmidt Professor of Law at Temple University Law School in
Philadelphia. She is the author of several writings
on the intersection of law and humor, including
the recent book, Guilty Pleasures: Comedy and
Law in America (Oxford University Press 2019).
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Patterns Emerge in a Variety of Contexts
A review of a cross-section of cases in a variety of legal contexts reveals remarkable consistency in the type of humor that First Amendment case law prefers. The
conclusion? The more that a communication reveals some kind of incongruence—
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the more likely First Amendment princi-

routine because it riffed on scatologi-

are more likely to protect trademark par-

ples will protect the humor from legal

cal and sexually oriented topics.

odies when incongruity characterizes

4

regulation.1 (Legal regulation can, of
course, come in a variety of forms, such

the

Trademark Infringement

allegedly

infringing

product.

Remarkably, these trademark courts use

as administrative fines, civil liability,

Moving to trademark law, one finds a

a definition of parody that maps the def-

and criminal culpability). By contrast,

different orientation. First Amendment

inition followed by literary theorists. As

jokes and other quips that contain

case law in the area of trademark

explained by courts, a true parody “must

strong elements of release humor and

infringement shows a marked prefer-

covey two simultaneous—and contra-

superiority humor are much more likely

ence for incongruity humor. This mani-

dictory—messages: That it is the origi-

to run into legal trouble. One can read

fests most strikingly in the federal trade-

nal, but also that it is not the original.”5

this pattern as follows: Judges like jokes

mark infringement cases addressing

Put differently, a true parody has to be

with incongruous references or struc-

trademark parodies.

“a takeoff, not a ripoff.”6 Parodies are

tures, and deploy First Amendment doc-

Trademark infringement laws are

trine to protect these jokes from legal

designed to protect against harm both

Courts have used this reasoning to

regulation. Four diverse contexts illus-

to consumers who may be misled into

evaluate a broad array of products that

trate this pattern: Administrative regula-

buying something they did not expect

parodists have marketed using some-

tion, trademark infringement, common

and to trademark owners who lose sales

thing close to or identical to a classic,

law civil suits for dignitary harms, and

to the alleged infringer. To guard against

protected logo. Pet fragrance marketed

Title VII sexual harassment suits.

customer confusion, courts evaluate

under the name “Timmy Holedigger”

whether consumers may be unable to

(rather than Tommy Hilfiger),7 posters of

Administrative Regulation

the essence of incongruity humor.

distinguish between a protected product

a pregnant Girl Scout (rather than a

A vivid example of administrative

and a challenged product or communi-

scout who honored the slogan to “be

comedy regulation comes from one of

cation. Where does humor come in?

prepared”),8 and Lardashe jeans (rather

the most classic First Amendment

Alleged infringers often claim that their

than Jordache jeans)9 all join the many

cases dealing with comedy, FCC v.

product or communication is a parody

litigated parodies.

Pacifica Foundation. Pacifica addressed

of the product with the protected mark.

Although the preference in favor of

whether the First Amendment would

The trademark infringement cases

an incongruity approach is strong,

allow the FCC to use a fine to punish a

only sporadically invoke the First

incongruity analysis sometimes fails to

daytime radio feature of comedian

Amendment, sometimes relying solely

win courts’ inclination to protect

George Carlin delivering his “filthy

on the federal trademark infringement

alleged parody. Consider the court’s

words” routine, which has now come

statute. In both lines of cases, however,

finding that a sex toy manufacturer cre-

to be called “Seven Dirty Words You

courts evaluate the parody claim by ana-

ated a likelihood of confusion over the

Can Never Say on Television.” This

lyzing whether consumers would regard

General Electric trademark. In finding

routine has much to commend it: It is

the allegedly infringing product as con-

liability for a product labeled “Genital

clever, performed with impeccable

sistent (congruent) with the qualities

Electric,” the court suggested that a con-

timing, and delivers a lacerating cri-

and purposes of the protected product.

sumer might reasonably conclude that

tique of censorship rules. A strong case

If a consumer would likely conclude

General Electric—a manufacturer of

could be made that the routine

that the alleged infringing product is

household products—would affix the

deserved constitutional protection as

too outlandish or implausible to be con-

same logo to a dildo that it would affix to

it deployed carefully crafted satire of

sistent with the original, the court finds

a washing machine.10 Did the court seri-

our government. But the U.S. Supreme

that customer confusion is unlikely and

ously embrace this reasoning? Perhaps

Court disagreed, stating that Carlin’s

protects the alleged infringer from liabil-

the court’s real concern was that Gener-

monologue was indecent, which the

ity. This inquiry requires courts to

al Electric was injured by the unsavory

Court described as reflecting “noncon-

answer questions such as the following:

nature of the parody, which sullied its

formance with accepted standards of

Would a profit-maximizing owner of the

revered trademark.

morality.”3 As such, this case well illus-

protected mark produce this allegedly

To the extent that the General Electric

trates the principle that the First

infringing product, or would it be

court was motivated by a desire to regu-

Amendment does not tend to “step up

ridiculous to assume the owner would

late release humor in the form of a sex

to the plate” to protect release humor:

do such a thing?

toy, the motivation was – at the time –

2

The FCC was at liberty to regulate this
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The bottom line here is that courts

consistent with the federal law preventNJSBA.COM

In one case, the U.S. Supreme Court held unconstitutional
the Trademark Office’s refusal to register the trademark
“Slants” for a group of Asian American musicians who
chose the name for the purpose of re-appropriating a racial
slur and using it as a signal of power in work depicting the
reality of the Asian American experience.
ing the Patent and Trademark Office

ad parody that depicted Reverend Jerry

since comedy is often powerful because

from registering “immoral, deceptive, or

Falwell describing his first sexual experi-

it resonates with a listener’s unique

scandalous” marks.11 Interestingly, how-

ence with his mother in an outhouse. Fal-

understandings and beliefs. For exam-

ever, recent U.S. Supreme Court deci-

well sued the magazine for intentional

ple, comedy frequently comments on

sions have since disapproved that law,

infliction of emotional distress. The

perceived characteristics of particular

thereby protecting trademarks that the

Supreme Court blocked recovery on First

demographic groups. Whether these

Trademark Office had judged immoral

Amendment grounds, citing the notion

characteristics truly exist or deserve

or disparaging. In one case, the U.S.

that one could not reasonably have

mockery is often contingent on varying

Supreme Court held unconstitutional

interpreted this parody as suggesting real

social perceptions and biases. In addi-

the Trademark Office’s refusal to register

facts. In so doing, the Court’s opinion

tion, most fundamental to the problem

the trademark “Slants” for a group of

reads as a love letter to parody and its

distinguishing fact and opinion: Few

Asian American musicians who chose

importance to American culture.

would doubt that many a truth is said in

the name for the purpose of re-appropri-

in

jest. Does that mean that any grain of

ating a racial slur and using it as a signal

defamation cases reflect a similarly pro-

truth channels a joke down the liability-

of power in work depicting the reality of

tective instinct toward parody and a

creating “fact” chute, rather than the

the Asian American experience.12 The

focus on whether statements are so

constitutionally protected “opinion”

other case concerned an application to

absurd (i.e., incongruous) that they can-

chute?16

register the trademark “FUCT” that was

not be reasonably interpreted as factual.

used for a line of edgy streetwear

Defamation defendants often try to

expressing an outlaw ethos.13 On one

avoid liability by claiming their offend-

The final example of cases where the

hand, the Supreme Court’s use of the

ing statement was “just a joke,” which

First Amendment touches humor regu-

First Amendment to protect these marks

was clearly not meant to suggest facts.

lation- sexual harassment—also impli-

signals a shift from regulating release

One line of First Amendment analysis

cates varying social perceptions of pro-

humor such as the General Electric and

evaluates this defense by asking whether

priety and truth. Cases evaluating Title

the George Carlin decisions. On the

the offending statement deserves to

VII liability for hostile work environ-

other hand, however, the two trademark

avoid liability because it was a mere

ment discrimination often evaluate

registration cases are also aligned with

“rhetorical hyperbole” or “vigorous epi-

whether a barrage of sexually oriented

the

thet.”

incongruity

preference.

Both

First

Amendment

opinions

Sexual Harassment

Another line of First Amend-

jokes changes the conditions of employ-

“Slants” and “FUCT” have an ironic,

ment cases take the position that consti-

ment for the jokes’ target. The First

satirical quality, making them close

tutional protection attaches to humor

Amendment implications of this humor

cousins of incongruity humor.

that is “opinion” rather than something

regulation have largely stayed in the

that a reasonable reader or fact finder

background of these Title VII claims.

could interpret as suggesting real facts.

The U.S. Supreme Court, however, has

Dignitary Harms

15

Moving away from trademark into

The fact/opinion dichotomy has

addressed the issue in dictum, suggesting

the law of dignitary harms, one sees that

proven problematic. First, courts have

that the First Amendment tolerates Title

the incongruity and parody themes con-

had a devil of a time segregating the two

VII’s prohibition on “sexually derogato-

tinue. Take for example the U.S. Supreme

because of general philosophical diffi-

ry” speech because the prohibition tar-

Court’s decision in Hustler v. Falwell.14

culties in defining truth. This problem is

gets the effects of conduct, not the con-

Hustler arose out of a Hustler magazine

exacerbated in the comedy context,

tent of the speech itself.17

NJSBA.COM
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Despite their dearth of First Amendment analysis, the actual Title VII cases

societal change arising from the #MeToo

Amendment stands for anything, it is

movement.

that we—as a people—are free to believe

evaluating sexual humor claims reveal
an interesting pattern—largely consistent with the incongruity preference in

an expression is in bad taste but should

What Accounts for the Incongruity
Preference?

also know that this opinion does not
necessarily mean that the expression
should be illegal. !

other legal contexts more directly

A number of possibilities explain the

informed by First Amendment princi-

preference of lawmakers and judges for

ples. Specifically, liability is more likely

incongruity humor. Starting on a funda-

in sexual harassment cases that feature

mental level, one might hypothesize

Endnotes

unadorned

that incongruity in jokes is the quality

1.

superiority

and

release

humor, including quips such as:

For a detailed discussion of this

that triggers the shared “funny bone” of

conclusion, see Laura E. Little, Reg-

all humans, including the lawmakers

ulating Funny: Humor and the Law,

• “congratulations on your success

and judges who must undertake the

with the sale…. What did you do,

daunting task of evaluating when to

2.

438 U.S. 726 (1978).

promise the guy…some [sex] Satur-

restrict mirth-making. This notion

3.

Id. at 740.

day night?”

aligns with those humor scholars who

4.

For those who forget, the seven

• “She’s sitting on a gold mine.”

insist that incongruity is a necessary ele-

dirty words spoken in the mono-

ment of all comedy, arguing that incon-

logue were shit, piss, fuck, cunt,

In contrast, workplace high jinx that

gruity makes it more likely that a joke

has an element of linguistic humor is

contains either laughter-inspiring thrill

less likely to inspire sexual harassment

of surprise or other mental stimulation.

liability:

94 Cornell L.Rev. 1236 (2009).

cocksucker, motherfucker, and tits
5.

Diggity Dog, LLC, 507 F.3d 252, 260

In similar fashion, one could argue
that the incongruity preference is con-

Louis Vuitton Malletier S.A. v. Haute
(4th Cir. 2007).

6.

Nike, Inc. v. “Just Did It” Enter., 6

• Marking up a woman’s desk calendar

sistent with a shared understanding of

to change the word “happiness’” to

what is funny. This understanding pre-

“penis;”

sumably derives from social norms—

Nature Labs, LLC, 221 F.Supp.2d

norms that lawmakers and judges incor-

410 (S.D.N.Y. 2002).

• Changing a woman’s reference from
prosciutto ham to “prostitute ham;”
• Referring to rubber bands as “rubbers.”

porate in their decision-making. Such a

F.3d 1225, 1228 (7th Cir. 1993).
7.

8.

hypothesis aligns with many areas of

Tommy Hilfiger Licensing, Inc. v.

Girl Scouts of U.S. v. Personality
Posters Mfg. Co., 304 F.Supp. 1228,

First Amendment doctrine, which looks

1230 (S.D.N.Y. 1969).

One might argue that courts treat this

to matters such as historical understand-

9.

latter group of quips differently because

ing of expressive symbols and local

Ltd., 828 F.2d 1482 (10th Cir.

they demand an additional analytic step

community standards for navigating

1987).

to understand than do straightforward,

knotty freedom of expression issues.

Jordache Enters., Inc. v. Hogg Wyld,

10. GE v. Alumpa Coal Co., 205 U.S.P.Q.

raunchy jokes. In this group, the listen-

Finally, and perhaps most cynically, is

ers must first read the quip and then

the possibility that the law’s incongruity

(BNA) 1036, 1036–37 (D.Mass.

double back to determine how an origi-

preference derives from the common

11. 15 U.S.C. §1052(a) (2012).

nal expression was changed. Perhaps

demographics, class status, and educa-

12. Matal v. Tam, 137 S.Ct. 1744

this extra step inspires a form of mental

tional background of legal decision mak-

stimulation that helps to insulate them

ers. Could it be that jokes packed with

from the sexual impulses and wounded

incongruity appeal to the intellectualism

feelings that Title VII seeks to remedy.

favored by those who tend to attain the

14. 485 U.S. 46 (1988).

Notably as well, the quips contain puns,

power to influence law?

15. Laura E. Little, Just a Joke: Defama-

1979).

(2017).
13. Iancu v. Brunetti, 139 S.Ct. 2294
(2019).

a form of humor rich with incongruity.

Whatever the explanation, the First

Like pure incongruity humor, puns work

Amendment embodies one admonition

21 Southern California Interdisci-

best when they connect drastically dis-

requiring decision-makers to pause

plinary Law Journal 95, 121-123

parate phenomena. Looking to the

when considering laws that restrict

(2011).

future, one wonders whether the pat-

humor: We must avoid punishing

16. Id. at 124-132.

tern in the sexual harassment joke cases

speech simply because it does not appeal

17. R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul, Minn., 505

will continue if the case law adjusts to

to our tastes or sensibilities. If the First
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Instead of Clarifying Trademark Law,
Brunetti Provides the Roadmap for
Future Uncertainty
by John C. Connell and Anthony M. Fassano

In a pair of trademark cases, separated by only short
spans of time and statutory text, the United States
Supreme Court has managed to frustrate an opportunity
to clarify First Amendment jurisprudence related to
commercial/non-commercial speech.
50
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Tam

However, the Court then dodged an

Three years ago, the United States

important issue: Whether a trademark

Supreme Court decided Matal v. Tam,

constitutes commercial speech, and,

which involved a facial challenge to 15

relatedly, whether a trademark regula-

U.S.C. §1052(a), the disparagement

tion is subject to strict or intermediate

clause of the Lanham Act. The lead

scrutiny.10 In addressing this issue, Jus-

singer of a musical group consisting of

tice Alito, joined by three other jus-

Asian Americans sought a trademark for

tices, noted that many “trademarks

their group’s name, “The Slants.”2 The

have an expressive component” (as

term is a derogatory reference to people

“The Slants” unquestionably had in

of Asian descent, and the group’s goal in

this case). Despite prior precedential

choosing the name was “reclaim[ing]”

holding—that speech is fully protected

and “tak[ing] ownership” of the stereo-

where its commercial and non-com-

type.3 The trademark application was

mercial components are “inextricably

denied by the Patent and Trademark

intertwined,”11 and commercial speech

Office (USPTO) because it found the

is “no exception” to the rule that con-

term offensive under the two-part

tent and viewpoint discrimination are

administrative test applied under the dis-

subject to “heightened scrutiny”12—Jus-

paragement clause. The applicant chal-

tice Alito declined to decide the issue

lenged that decision in the Federal Cir-

simply because the disparagement

cuit Court of Appeals which after en banc

clause could not withstand even the

review reversed the denial of registration

commercial speech standard of inter-

on the ground that the disparagement

mediate scrutiny.13 The primary govern-

clause violated the First Amendment.5

ment interest asserted to justify the dis-

The Solicitor General successfully peti-

paragement clause was to prevent

tioned for certiorari on the sole question

underrepresented groups from expo-

of whether the disparagement clause was

sure to demeaning messages.14 But this

“facially invalid under the Free Speech

interest, as Justice Alito correctly point-

Clause of the First Amendment.”6

ed out, amounts to viewpoint discrimi-

1

4

The decision affirmed the Federal Cir-

nation and “strike[s] at the heart of the

cuit’s ruling that the disparagement

First Amendment.”15 The term may be

clause was unconstitutional, but the

offensive to some, but “[g]iving offense

splintered opinion did little to clarify

is a viewpoint.”16 In this regard, the dis-

the state of the jurisprudence. All eight

paragement clause was nothing more

justices agreed that the disparagement

than a “happy talk clause.”17

JOHN C. CONNELL, a partner/shareholder of
Archer & Greiner, P.C., has represented clients in
a variety of commercial litigation matters,
including First Amendment disputes, communications and intellectual property law, civil rights
and employment defense litigation, and appellate advocacy. Connell appeared as counsel of
record before the Supreme Court of the United
States, representing Simon Shiao Tam in Matal
v. Tam, No. 15-1293, and succeeded in obtaining an 8–0 decision, deeming the disparagement
clause of §2(a) of the Lanham Act unconstitutional for violating the First Amendment.

ANTHONY M. FASSANO is an Associate in the
Business Litigation Practice Group at Archer and
maintains a diverse commercial and complex
civil litigation practice. He represents a wide
range of clients, including individuals, small and
large companies, and governmental entities in
state and federal courts in Pennsylvania and
New Jersey.

opposite idea.21 The danger of this

clause did violate the Free Speech Clause

A concurring opinion, authored by

approach is that it could “silence dis-

because it violated “the bedrock First

Justice Kennedy and joined by Justices

sent and distort the marketplace of

Amendment principle: Speech may not

Ginsburg, Kagan, and Sotomayor,

ideas.”22 “To permit viewpoint discrim-

be banned on the ground that it express-

more definitively addressed the ques-

ination in this context is to permit

es ideas that offend.”7 The Court also

tion of the appropriate level of scrutiny

Government censorship.”23 As if to

uniformly rejected the Solicitor’s argu-

to

Justice

chastise the author of the main opin-

ment that the mark constituted govern-

Kennedy, the disparagement clause

ion, Justice Kennedy asserted that the

ment speech, characterizing that as a

embodied “the essence of viewpoint

undeniable existence of viewpoint dis-

“huge and dangerous extension” of that

discrimination,”19 which is subject to

crimination “renders unnecessary any

doctrine. Four justices then rebuffed the

“rigorous” or “heightened” scrutiny.

extended treatment of the other ques-

Solicitor’s arguments based on theories

This analysis is proper because the gov-

of “government subsidy” and “govern-

ernment is signaling out speech reflect-

Justice Thomas added a separate con-

ment program,” while making passing

ing a specific subset of views (e.g., neg-

currence, essentially stating that strict

reference to the supposedly analogous

ative views toward a racial group),

scrutiny was appropriate under the cir-

“public forum” doctrine.

while allowing speech expressing the

cumstances.25

8

9
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apply. 18

According

to

20

tions raised by the parties.”24
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Brunetti

that the immoral and scandalous clause

Two years later, the Court decided to

was also viewpoint-based.

Thus, four justices were willing to

Therefore,

uphold a sufficiently narrow statute that

hear a sequel, which many observers

the immoral and scandalous clause was

would have allowed the Patent and

hoped would allow the Court to close

unconstitutional.

Trademark Office to deny a trademark

33

34

the loop left open by Tam. The new case,

Justice Alito, the author of the main

for FUCT. They effectively invited Con-

Iancu v. Brunetti, involved a challenge to

Tam opinion, joined the majority opin-

gress to amend the statute to meet this

another provision of 15 U.S.C. §1052(a),

ion, agreeing that the terms “immoral”

standard. It could also encourage state

the immoral and scandalous clause.

26

and “scandalous” must be read together

and local governments to enact regula-

The trademark application at issue in

and struck down as a violation of the

tions to curtail speech that it deems

Brunetti was for a clothing line named

First Amendment.

obscene, vulgar, or profane.

“FUCT,”

35

But he wrote sepa-

a dicey acronym for the far

rately to express his view that Congress

more innocuous phase, “Friends U Can’t

could write “a more carefully focused

Trust.” Unlike the trademark in Tam,

statute that precludes the registration of

By its own admission, the Court in

FUCT operates exclusively as a source

marks containing vulgar terms that play

Tam “could not agree on the overall

identifier with no obvious non-commer-

no real part in the expression of ideas.”36

framework for deciding the case.”46 While

cial message, and thus is more aligned

Under this hypothetical statute, FUCT

both opinions in Tam and Brunetti reaf-

with commercial speech than the music

37

could be denied trademark registration.

firm the principle that the First Amend-

group name, “The Slants.” However, the

According to Justice Alito, the term “is

ment does not tolerate viewpoint discrim-

underlying objection to both trade-

not needed to express any idea,” and

ination, the concurring and dissenting

marks is the same: offensiveness (at least

“generally signifies nothing except emo-

opinions in Brunetti leave open the ques-

to the sensibilities of some listeners).

27

Aftermath

tion and a severely limited vocabu-

tion of under what circumstances could

This case presented the Court with

lary.”38 To register a trademark like this

the government have a sufficient interest

the opportunity to precisely define the

“serves only to further coarsen our pop-

in regulating speech? Tam suggests that,

appropriate level of scrutiny to apply to

ular culture.”

even under intermediate scrutiny, pre-

39

trademark regulations. The Court did

Chief Justice Roberts and Justices

venting disparaging speech that expresses

not do so. What’s more, the case gener-

Sotomayor and Breyer concurred in part

ideas that offend is not a valid govern-

ated four concurring and dissenting

and dissented in part. All three agreed

ment interest. “Giving offense is a view-

opinions, which have the potential to

with the government’s position that the

point.”47 Immoral and scandalous marks

further muddy the waters.

terms “immoral” and “scandalous”

are as capable of offending as disparaging

Brunetti, unlike Tam, did produce a

should be read separately, and that a ban

marks. If “happy talk” cannot be the

majority opinion. Justice Kagan, joined

on immoral trademarks is unconstitu-

object of government regulation, it is dif-

by five justices, began by reading the

tional, but that the term “scandalous”

ficult to see how “civil talk” can be. But

terms “immoral” and “scandalous”

could be sufficiently narrowed to pass

the Brunetti minority appears willing to

together, as was the practice of the

constitutional muster. Under this nar-

find a valid and enforceable government

Patent and Trademark Office.

rowed statute, FUCT could be denied a

interest in rewarding civility in commer-

trademark.41

cial discourse. This underscores the

28

This

reading differed from the approach

40

advocated by the government, which no

The three opinions used slightly dif-

importance of Justice Alito’s avoidance of

doubt sensed the uphill battle it would

ferent terms to describe the speech that

the commercial/non-commercial speech

have defending the ban on “immoral”

could be constitutionally prohibited

dichotomy in Tam: Through that gaping

speech.29 In the government’s view, the

under a ban on scandalous trademarks.

hole emerged the Brunetti minority, and

“scandalous” ban applies to different

For Chief Justice Roberts, the ban could

the real potential for future speech regula-

trademarks than the “immoral” ban.30

be directed at “obscene, vulgar, or pro-

tion.

Justice Breyer used

The obvious danger of this approach is

reasoning of both opinions in Tam with

Justice Kagan went on to apply the

“highly vulgar or obscene” to express

that it places the emphasis not on the

the elegance of a simple syllogism. Both

the same idea,43 while Justice Sotomayor

speech itself, but rather on the effect that

opinions agreed that a viewpoint-based

used “vulgar, profane, or obscene words

the speech has on the audience. Audi-

trademark regulation is unconstitution-

and images.”

Such a ban would pass

ences, however, are not monolithic; the

al.

constitutional muster because it would

listeners’ varied experiences mean that

not be directed at the content of speech,

the speaker’s words can affect them differ-

but rather at its mode of expression.

ently. Moreover, as Justice Breyer points

31

Both opinions agreed that the dis-

paragement
based.

32

52

clause

was

viewpoint-

The majority in Brunetti found
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fane” trademarks.

42

44

45
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out, “the list of offensive swear words has

Tam’s coat-tails) only to now die after

24. Id. at 1765.

48

changed over time.” This is because indi-

being subject to the trial of public opin-

25. Id. at 1769 (Thomas, J., concurring)

viduals’ attitudes toward particular words

ion? And is it not that same public mar-

26. 139 S.Ct. 2294 (2019).

change over time. The effect of particular

ketplace, rather than government, that

27. Id. at 2297.

words varies across time and across listen-

the First Amendment exclusively recog-

28. Id. at 2298.

ers, and the chance that some speech may

nizes as the crucible of ideas?

29. Id. at 2301.

be offensive will lead to regulation of the

In the wake of these decisions, the

speech almost certainly infringing the

issue of the appropriate level of scrutiny

31. Id. at 2299.

speaker’s First Amendment rights. This

to apply to trademark regulations is

32. Id.

runs counter to the principle that “the

unanswered. In fact, it remains to be

33. Id.

public expression of ideas may not be

seen what effect the majority versus

34. Id. at 2302.

prohibited merely because the ideas are

minority opinions in Brunetti will have

35. Id. at 2302 (Alito, J., concurring).

themselves offensive to some of their

on the confluence of the First Amend-

36. Id. at 2303.

hearers,” a statement the Court has reiter-

ment and trademark law. So long as the

37. Id.

ated several times in the 50 years since

distinction between commercial and

38. Id.

Street v. New York.49

non-commercial speech endures, that

39. Id.

Inherent in the approach of the four
concurring and dissenting opinions in

uncertainty will linger. !

Brunetti is a value judgment about the

30. Id.

40. Id. at 2303 (Roberts, C.J., concurring in part and dissenting in part),
2304 (Breyer, J., concurring in part

speech in question. In Justice Alito’s

Endnotes

and dissenting in part), 2308

opinion, the speech “serves only to fur-

1.

137 S.Ct. 1744 (2017).

(Sotomayor, J., with whom Justice

ther coarsen our popular culture,” and

2.

Id. at 1754.

Breyer joins, concurring in part and

thus that value is very little.

The

3.

Id.

dissenting in part).

speech in Tam, on the other hand, was

4.

Id.

political and anti-racist, and thus could

5.

Id.

ring in part and dissenting in part),

be said to be more “valuable” than the

6.

Id. at 1755.

2304 (Breyer, J., concurring in part

speech in Brunetti. But, as Justice Alito

7.

Id. at 1751.

and dissenting in part), 2308

pointed out in Tam, laws against speech

8.

Id. at 1760.

(Sotomayor, J., with whom Justice

found offensive by some “can be turned

9.

Id. at 1763.

Breyer joins, concurring in part and

against minority and dissenting views to

10. Compare id. at 1764 with id. at

50

the detriment of all.”51

1767.

41. Id. at 2303 (Roberts, C.J., concur-

dissenting in part).
42. Id. at 2303 (Roberts, C.J., concur-

Under these circumstances, is it prop-

11. Riley v. Natl. Federation of the Blind

ring in part and dissenting in part).

erly the role of government to be mak-

of No. Carolina, Inc., 487 U.S. 781,

43. Id. at 2304 (Breyer, J., concurring in

ing these value judgments in regulating

796 (1988).

speech? Would it be possible to characterize unpopular speech as lacking a
viewpoint, so that prohibitions on such
speech would not amount to viewpoint
discrimination? If so, how firm is the

12. Sorrell v. IMS Health Inc., 564 U.S.
552, 567 (2011).
13. 137 S.Ct. at 1764 (citing Central Hudson Gas & Elec. Corp. v. Public Serv.
Comm’n of N.Y., 447 U.S. 557 (1980)).

part and dissenting in part).
44. Id. at 2308 (Sotomayor, J., with
whom Justice Breyer joins, concurring in part and dissenting in part).
45. Id. at 2303 (Roberts, C.J., concurring in part and dissenting in part),

First Amendment’s “bedrock” protection

14. Id.

2304 (Breyer, J., concurring in part

for offensive speech? Would the lan-

15. Id.

and dissenting in part), 2311

guage used in Tom Sawyer pass a govern-

16. Id. at 1763.

(Sotomayor, J., with whom Justice

ment civility code? Should the govern-

17. Id. at 1765.

Breyer joins, concurring in part and

ment be the arbiter of popular culture at

18. Id. at 1767 (Kennedy, J., concur-

dissenting in part).

all, or should that be the sole responsi-

ring).

46. Id. at 2298.

bility of the populace from which that

19. Id. at 1766.

47. 137 S.Ct. at 1763.

culture springs? Is that not precisely

20. Id. at 1765, 1767.

48. 139 S.Ct. at 2307.

what has occurred in the case of the

21. Id. at 1766.

49. 394 U.S. 576, 592 (1969).

Washington Football Redskins, whose

22. Id.

50. 139 S.Ct. at 2303.

name survived legal scrutiny (riding

23. Id. at 1768.

51. 137 S. Ct. at 1769.
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Is it Time for New Jersey to
Back?

SLAPP

by Bruce S. Rosen

I
BRUCE S. ROSEN, a co-founder of McCusker,
Anselmi, Rosen & Carvelli, P.C. in Florham Park
and Manhattan, leverages more than 30 years of
expertise in civil litigation and criminal defense,
following a career as an award-winning newspaper
reporter and editor. He has long been associated
with high-profile First Amendment litigations related to free speech, media law (such as defamation
and open public records) and religious freedom.
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t is a more typical story than
you might expect. A local
political gadfly, blogger or
even a small publisher
investigates or rails against
a building project that is
perceived to involve local
corruption. Or perhaps a nonprofit inveighs against building on
wetlands. The project’s developer
or a business owner, fed up with
the public criticism that they
believe affects their reputation
and economic interests, sues for
defamation and tortious
interference.
NJSBA.COM

The lawsuit may have some nub of

is successful, a fee award, which in turn

79–0 vote and died in the Senate. A bill

truth, but it is likely filled with exagger-

attracts attorneys to defend these cases.

(A-3505) sponsored by then-Assembly-

ated damage claims that would be diffi-

It appears to be a banner time for

man Joseph Lagana (D-Bergen) passed

cult if not impossible to prove. The

state anti-SLAPP statutes: In July 2020

the Assembly in 2015 only to expire at

plaintiff’s purpose, though, is probably

the National Conference of Commis-

the end of the session.5 Assemblyman

not to collect damages, but to shut

sioners on Uniform State Laws approved

Lagana reintroduced an identical pro-

down the opposition’s voice with a

the Uniform Public Expression Protec-

posal in January 2016 (A-603)6 only to

daunting threat of excessive legal fees

have it die in the Senate. However, even

and personal costs necessary to defend

A-603 came without sharp teeth: The

the actions.
There is no dispute that the filing of
such a suit, referred to as a “Strategic
Lawsuit Against Public Participation”
(or SLAPP), can chill public commentary and undermine First Amendment
rights and values. Although effective
defenses may abound—especially in
those cases involving matters of public
concern—unless experienced counsel is
retained, a defendant will likely be
forced to capitulate, or will flail away by
filing pro se filings until whipsawed into
submission. In the end, the defendant’s
constitutional right to participate in the
public process will have been confiscated by a system lacking both a real a
deterrent to such abuse as well as a
mechanism to resolve these cases as
soon as they are filed.
SLAPP suits come in all sorts of con-

Why then is
New Jersey, with
some of the most
progressive prospeech case law
and consumer
protection laws in
the country, still
without an antiSLAPP law? There
is no good answer.

texts, from posting on the internet, cir-

imposition of legal fees upon a judicial
finding that litigation was a SLAPP suit
was discretionary (although there was a
flat $10,000 award for a statutory violation) and there was no right to an interlocutory appeal, two emendations that
its sponsor says came from the Administrative Office of the Courts. The AOC
in the past has discouraged such laws
arguing, among other things, of a
potential explosion of SLAPP suits, but
the Assembly-approved version of A603, according to Lagana, addressed
those concerns.7
The New Jersey Supreme Court’s
antipathy toward anti-SLAPP statutes is
reflected in the 2009 opinion in LoBiondo v. Schwartz.8 In LoBiondo, the defendants were sued after opposing a club
owner’s zoning applications and were
forced to go through the entire litigation
process and engage in multiple appeals.

culating flyers or petitions, filing com-

Unable to draw from a statute, a unani-

plaints with government agencies, or

tion Act2, while almost simultaneously

mous Court, in a decision written by Jus-

even by filing legal claims or lawsuits. In

New York State replaced a narrowly

tice Helen Hoens, instead created a

at least 30 states and the District of

focused and rarely-used anti-SLAPP law

makeshift, rarely used redress procedure

Columbia,1 anti-SLAPP (or “SLAPP-

with one that was far more comprehen-

for victims of SLAPP suits by resurrecting

back”) statutes, as they are known,

sive. Late in 2019, even the conserva-

the disfavored tort of malicious abuse of

address SLAPP suits head-on by creating

tive American Legislative Exchange

process—but allowed its use only after a

a mechanism that permits defendants to

Council distributed a similar draft law

defendant had suffered through and pre-

file a preliminary motion designed to

called the Public Participation Protec-

vailed in the underlying case.

test the allegations in an accelerated and

tion Act to its patron legislators around

The elements of malicious use of

abbreviated fashion.

the country.4 Connecticut enacted its

process are (1) filing a complaint with-

statute in 2018.

out probable cause, (2) actuated by mal-

Most of these statutes stay the expen-

3

sive discovery process while a judge first

Why then is New Jersey, with some of

ice, (3) that terminated in favor of the

determines whether the allegations have

the most progressive pro-speech case

party seeking relief, and (4) that caused

enough merit to risk undermining the

law and consumer protection laws in

the party seeking relief to suffer a special

defendant’s First Amendment rights to

the country, still without an anti-SLAPP

grievance. The LoBiondo Court said that

speech and public participation. These

law? There is no good answer.

one who could demonstrate that their

rights are further protected by a right of

An anti-SLAPP bill (A-1077) first

right of free speech or to petition was

immediate appeal and, if the defendant

passed the state Assembly in 2005 by a

actually infringed satisfied the special

NJSBA.COM
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grievance

element.

The

case

also

using the courts to silence detractors. In

and a hearing would need to take place

allowed losing plaintiffs sued under this

retrospect, at least, the Court’s concern

within a similar timeframe. A stay of dis-

tort to claim advice-of-counsel as a com-

regarding anti-SLAPP statutes were not

covery is instituted (though limited dis-

plete defense, setting forth a standard

only overblown, but clearly against the

covery may be allowed on the relevant

for determining counsel’s liability.

trend of the past 11 years. The whole

issues) and would remain in effect until

LoBiondo described how anti-SLAPP

idea of an anti-SLAPP law is to allow an

after an appeal from the trial court’s

statutes find their roots in the United

early resolution of a defendant’s claims

decision has been taken.

States Supreme Court’s Noerr—Penning-

that a lawsuit was meant to undermine

Once the moving party establishes

ton doctrine, creating immunity that

free speech and public participation. A

that the statute applies (or the respond-

protects actions that fall within the

LoBiondo suit for malicious abuse of

ing party fails to establish that it does

parameters of seeking the redress of

process is exactly the opposite: A cum-

not apply), the burden switches to the

one’s grievances from the government.

bersome and difficult process that

responding party to establish a prima

The Court noted that the statutes fall

requires enormous resources (from both

facie case as to each essential element (or

into two general categories. Generally,

the parties and the judiciary) and inter-

the moving party shows the converse).

the first category allows for various defi-

minable patience for an uncertain

This is harder than it sounds for defama-

nitions for how broad the statute’s appli-

result. The Courts should be looking

tion matters, since it should require, as

cation would reach but are meant to

more seriously at the SLAPP suits under-

it does in some states, that a prima facie

provide protection for public partici-

mining individual rights that will be

case of actual malice and/or overcoming

pants and all allow for a special motion

expeditiously removed from the trial

privileges like fair report or common

for dismissal that can be made to a

docket than worrying about those who

interest must also be presented. The

court, creating a remedy and allowing

feel aggrieved and would file such suits

court may also dismiss under the sum-

for the award of attorneys’ fees. The sec-

in the future. There may be a reticence

mary judgment standard.

ond category creates a separate cause of

on the part of the Court to sanction

Even if a plaintiff withdraws the suit,

action and defines a SLAPP suit as being

plaintiffs under an anti-SLAPP scheme

the moving party has the right to con-

brought in bad faith and with the inten-

but that has not prevented “shall grant”

tinue to obtain a ruling and, if success-

tion of limiting free speech, and many

fee awards—and created a plaintiff’s bar

ful, legal fees and costs which “shall” be

of this type of statute also require proof

in Open Public Records Act cases. With-

awarded (rather than “may” be awarded,

of an intention to harass or to interfere

out a mandatory fee structure, there is

as provided in the New Jersey bill). In

with the free exercise of those rights.

little incentive for many attorneys to

fact, mandatory fee-shifting is the trend

These statutes also allow for various

take these cases. Without a right to

(except in Florida, the only state to

types of damages and attorneys’ fees.9

interlocutory appeal, an error by the

enact a statute in the past 10 years with-

LoBiondo was not particularly sympa-

trial judge, resulting in the threat of a

out a “shall” provision). The recently

thetic to anti-SLAPP statutes, noting

torrent of legal proceedings, could easily

passed New York bill11 provides that

that such defamation or tortious inter-

cause capitulation and loss of rights.

legal fees “shall” be required but only

ference lawsuits may, in fact, be a good

The recently unveiled UPEPA, on the

where there has been a showing that the

faith effort to protect one’s own reputa-

other hand, provides first for a broad

claim at issue “lacks a substantive basis

tion or business. “Defining the line that

definition of those defendants who are

in law or is [not] supported by a substan-

divides one from the other is neither

protected. The uniform law could be

tial argument for an extension, modifi-

simple nor straightforward,” Justice

applied when a person believes that a

cation or reversal of existing law,” the

Hoens wrote, citing two commentators

lawsuit is meant to interfere with their

same standard employed by the frivo-

critical of such statutes.

Referring

communications in or with a court, gov-

lous filing statute pursuant to R. 1:4-8 in

approvingly to the Appellate Division’s

ernmental, or judicial proceeding or any

New Jersey.

refusal to craft a new judicial cause of

“exercise of the right of freedom of

While there have been abuses of anti-

action to combat SLAPP suits, the opin-

speech or the press, the right to assem-

SLAPP laws—particularly in California,

ion focuses on its improvised resolution.

ble or petition.” It exempts certain

where the laws are applied most broad-

By any measure, LoBiondo is more an

actions by government and suits arising

ly—the statute has also occasionally

out of a sale or lease of goods.

become a tool of large corporations and

10

example of the Court’s reluctant recognition of a problem in the face of con-

A party would have up to 60 days

unpopular figures which file their own

tinued legislative inaction, than a real

(the proposed New Jersey statute said 45

anti-SLAPP actions. The CBS Network

solution to the issue of wealthy interests

days) to file a special motion to dismiss

successfully used the law to argue that
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their hiring decision for an on-air

ly, would benefit greatly from the

8.

199 N.J. 62 (2009).

weather anchor who had sued for

statute because it could short-circuit vir-

9.

Id. at 86-87.

employment discrimination was in fur-

tually every questionable libel suit, some

10. Id. at 88.

therance of the network’s free-speech

of which might otherwise resist a

11. As of this writing the bill awaits

rights.12 President Donald Trump used

motion to dismiss and be forced into

the statute to dismiss a lawsuit brought

expensive discovery.)

Gov. Cuomo’s signature.
12. See Golden, Nina, SLAPP down: The

by Stephanie Clifford (aka Stormy

In fact, passage of a tough new anti-

Daniels), and Exxon Mobil tried to use

SLAPP statute would very much be in

motions to strike, 12 Rutgers J. of

it to defeat a slander suit brought by a

line with the New Jersey Supreme

Law & Pub. Policy 4 (Summer

former employee. Despite these aberra-

Court’s long and distinguished tradition

2015) published at rutgerspolicy

tions, at their core, anti-SLAPP laws are

of tilting the scales for speech rights

journal.org/sites/jlpp/files/Golden.pdf

designed to protect the rights of less

against reputational interests involving

13. abajournal.com/news/article/stormy

powerful individuals to participate in

matters of public concern. Ample reason

_daniels_is_ordered_to_pay_nearly_

public discourse.15

thus exists for New Jersey’s political con-

300k_in_attorney_fees_to_trump_

13

14

use (and abuse) of Anti-SLAPP

Obviously, any statute enacted in

stituencies to coalesce around the

unde. See the decision upheld in

New Jersey would require it to be inter-

UPEPA. The free speech rights of those

Ninth Circuit slip opinion in Clif-

preted through its own (not as cutting-

subject

ford v. Trump, No. 18-56351, Docket

edge, like California) jurisprudence
before it becomes settled law. In the

to

these

suits

have

SLAPPED-back long enough. !

been

meantime, however, litigators across the

No. 45 (9th Cir., dec. July 31, 2020),
causing a split in the circuits, which
is referred to in the decision.

country have been attempting to apply

Endnotes

anti-SLAPP statutes in federal Court,

1.

14. forbes.com/sites/danielfisher/2017

rcfp.org/introduction-anti-slapp-

/02/24/exxonmobil-wins-an-anti-

where the circuits are now split as to

guide/#:~:text=As%20of%20fall%20

slapp-motion-in-texas-while-

whether these state law devices apply

2019%2C%2030,New%20York%2C

landrys-loses/#46557225cb41

because they are conflict with when and

%20Oklahoma%2C%20Oregon%2

15. See Freeman, Aaron, The Future of

how cases can be dismissed under Feder-

C. See also Business Litigation

Anti-SLAPP Laws, 2018-19 St. Louis

al Rules of Civil Procedure 12 and 56.

March 2020, International Associa-

Univ. L. J. published at slu.edu/law/

This also dovetails with a movement to

tion of Defense Counsel Commit-

law-journal/online/2018-19/future-

create a federal anti-SLAPP law, a move-

tee newsletter for a complete break-

anti-slapp-laws.php

ment which has yet to gain significant

down of the SLAPP laws in each

traction but may do so if the U.S.

state at iadclaw.org

Supreme Court moves to limit the vari-

2.

ous state laws’ application.

approved-act-2020-july-1?Communi-

Back in New Jersey, Assemblyman

tyKey=3442392f-ccac-438d-af50-

Lagana is now a state Senator and
pledges to try again to pass an antiSLAPP

statute—especially

uniformlaws.org/viewdocument/as-

e3a3dd7faec1&tab=librarydocuments
3.

with the

hollywoodreporter.com/thr-esq/
new-york-legislature-passes-bill-pro-

impetus of the new uniform law. There

tect-free-speech-frivolous-lawsuits-

is no reason, short of a political power

1303992; nysenate.gov/legisla-

play by business forces, which should

tion/bills/2019/s52/amendment/a

stop it. In other states, including Texas,

4.

alec.org/model-policy/public-partic-

which does not otherwise have a

ipation-protection-act/#:~:text=

motion to dismiss in its rules, these

Summary,on%20matters%20of%20

statutes passed with a wide coalition of

public%20concern.

consumer tort reform and environmen-

5.

For a history of anti-SLAPP legisla-

tal groups, the Better Business Bureau,

tion prior to 2016, see njapple-

the American Civil Liberties Union and

seed.org/2017/04/08/slapp/

the media. Obviously, the law would

6.

billtrack50.com/BillDetail/697007

enhance press freedom as well. Estab-

7.

Interview with Sen. Joseph Lagana,
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Security vs.
Equality
The Left, the Right, and the
Shifting Sands of Prioritizing
Free Speech
by Burt Neuborne

T

rapped in pandemic purgatory, I
have just finished reading an
advance copy of Eric T. Chester’s,
Free Speech and the Suppression of Dissent During World War I, a splendidly
researched and richly detailed narrative of the successful efforts by both the British and
American governments to censor anti-war speech and
stifle left-wing dissent during WWI. The book covers
familiar ground—the enactment of the Espionage Act
of 1917; the Schenck prosecutions; the government’s
sly neutralization of the precursor of the American
Civil Liberties Union; Woodrow Wilson’s vindictive,
single-minded pursuit of Eugene Debs; the impact of
the Russian Revolution on the anti-war views of the
left; and the attempt to use military force to suppress
dissent—but does so at an ambitious scope and level of
detail that reminded me, once again, how important
painstaking archival research can be and how fragile
free speech is, especially in times of crisis when speech
really matters. I find it particularly useful today to look
backward to the WWI free speech debacle chronicled
in Chester’s excellent book because it was in the ruins
of the failed effort by socialists, pacifists, and the
Industrial Workers of the World to oppose the Great
War that modern First Amendment-based free speech
protection was born.
Chester, a committed lifelong socialist, takes us through the now familiar
story of Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr.’s halting efforts to develop the “clear
and present” danger test in his disappointing opinions upholding the Schenck
and Debs convictions,1 and in the path breaking 1919 Holmes-Brandeis dissent
in Abrams,2 eventually culminating 50 years later in the Court’s 1969 enunciation of the modern framework for First Amendment free speech in Brandenburg
v. Ohio.3 Chester closes with a passionate defense of a near-absolute protection
of free speech as a precondition to progressive change.
Much as I enjoyed the book, I was struck by the author’s almost quaint belief
(I am tempted to call it faith) that robust, legally protected freedom of speech
is always on the side of the progressive angels. Chester’s heartfelt credo is that
robust legal protection of free speech is the only way to spread the progressive
truth to the oppressed masses. Once the masses know the truth, Chester is conBURT NEUBORNE is the Norman Dorsen
Professor in Civil Liberties at New York
University School of Law.

fident that they will take the vigorous political action needed to bring about a
more just and equal world.
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It may be that in today’s United States, near absolute free speech protection
perpetuates as much (or more) injustice than it cures. My dilemma is that even
if the empirical scale weighs against near absolute free speech protection, how
can we regulate the potentially harmful speech of the strong without
empowering the state to censor the weak…
He may well be right. As a young
man in New York City during the

First Amendment as a precondition to

Suffering from a massive loss of confi-

political, social, and economic change.

dence in the power of conservative ideas

McCarthy years, that is what I grew up

But I wonder whether the same

to compete in the marketplace, the

believing. It is the path I followed dur-

empirical assumption is justified when

American right sought to protect the sta-

ing my deeply satisfying 11 years as an

government acts, not to protect the

tus quo by cutting off the flow of speech

ACLU staff lawyer. I believed that pro-

strong against dissenting speech that

likely to prove corrosive of established

tecting the speech of Nazis and other

threatens the existing order, but to pro-

verities. That is what McCarthyism, the

unpleasant folks whose ideas I hated was

tect the weak against speech by the

prosecution of the leaders of the Ameri-

the price of robust, principled legal

strong aimed at perpetuating, even exac-

can Communist Party, and the war on

protection for progressive speech that

erbating an unjust status quo. It may be

erotic speech were all about. It was a

would eventually change the world.

that in today’s United States, near

page out of Chester’s book, one world

Deep down, I still want to believe that

absolute free speech protection perpetu-

war and a quarter century later.

story. Maybe that is why Chester’s book

ates as much (or more) injustice than it

To a large extent, the shared belief of

felt so cozy and reassuring as I ploughed

cures. My dilemma is that even if the

the both left and right in the 1950s and

through the welter of details.

4

empirical scale weighs against near

1960s that robust free speech protection

Maybe that is also why I find my

absolute free speech protection, how

was an agent of egalitarian change

reaction to the book so unsettling. As I

can we regulate the potentially harmful

proved correct. Much of the legal edifice

approach my 80th birthday, I am no

speech of the strong without empower-

of equality achieved during the 1960s

longer certain that Chester’s (or my)

ing the state to censor the weak, risking

and early 1970s was precipitated by vig-

faith in the inevitable link between

a return to Chester’s WWI world of sup-

orous speech protected against govern-

almost absolute free speech protection

pression of dissent.

ment suppression by the First Amend-

and the ultimate emergence of a more

When I began practicing law more

ment. But the post-WWII belief of both

just and equal world is empirically cor-

than 55 years ago, the value of robust,

the left and right that a powerful First

rect. When, as during WWI, the

even near-absolute, legal protection of

Amendment was inevitably the agent of

McCarthy era, and turbulent demon-

free speech was a left-wing article of

egalitarian change proved only partially

strations protesting police racism, gov-

faith. The left, confident that the future

correct. For one thing, it failed to predict

ernment seeks to censor the speech of

belonged to progressive ideas, was cer-

the late mid-century renaissance in con-

dissenters in the name of national secu-

tain that more speech would inevitably

servative thought. At the close of WWII,

rity, order, and/or prevailing morality, I

lead to more justice. The manifesto was

battered by the horrors of right-wing

have no doubt that robust legal protec-

Justice William Brennan’s landmark
1964 opinion in Times v. Sullivan5

Nazi fascism, the collapse of religious

tion for free speech is absolutely crucial
to prevent the strong from using its con-

announcing a free market in ideas. As a

caused during the 1930s by an unregu-

trol over the government to silence the

young lawyer who graduated in 1964, I

lated market, and the all-too-evident

weak. Every time I see a polling place

saw no tension between near absolute

brutality of right-wing military rule,

closed, a voter’s name purged from the

free speech protection and achieving

principled conservatives suffered a crisis

registration lists, or tear gas and violence

equality. I was confident that free speech

of faith in their world-view, leaving cen-

deployed

would erode the unequal economic,

sorship and repression as their only way

social, gender, and political status quo.

to defend the status quo. But the Anglo-

against

overwhelmingly

peaceful demonstrators, I feel transport-

faith, the massive economic harms

ed back to Chester’s nightmare story. In

In the 1950s and early 1960s, it was

American conservative idea—rooted in

that sense, Chester is surely right in

the conservative right that feared free

individual autonomy; institutional sta-

characterizing a near absolute, powerful

speech and championed censorship.

bility; and respect for hierarchy—could
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not, and did not, remain in permanent

occur. Finally, the censor had to per-

free speech, and a liberal minority willing

intellectual eclipse. Driven by a vision of

suade a judge that censorship was the

to accept government regulation of some

the free market as the principal engine

only way to protect the government

speech in order to preserve equality. The

of economic and social organization,

interest. Since the burden of proving all

tension played out in the campaign

American conservative thought explod-

four elements was on the censor, it

finance regulation8 and hate speech9 cases

ed in the late 1960s and 1970s in a fire-

proved virtually impossible to defend

and remains unresolved.

works display of intellectual vigor and

censorship in court.

renewed confidence.

Two recent incidents illustrate the

In addition to such powerful substan-

unsettled state of current free speech pro-

Once the American right had some-

tive protection, the Court added five

tection. In the wake of Donald Trump’s

thing exciting to say, free speech became

layers of procedural protection that rein-

election as President, right-wing activists

an attractive idea to political conserva-

forced and strengthened the substantive

descended on Charlottesville, Virginia, to

tives, as it had always been to political

norms. Prior restraints were virtually

hold marches and rallies protesting the

liberals. That ushered in what I call the

outlawed.

that

decision to remove a Confederate statue

“Era of First Amendment Good Feel-

banned both protected and unprotected

and uniting white nationalist move-

ings,” a time in the 1970s through the

speech were deemed facially unconstitu-

ments. The local ACLU affiliate, con-

early 1990s when both the left and the

tional. Vague statutes banning speech

fronted with efforts by town authorities

right saw free speech as the engine for

that failed to provide a precise defini-

to impose significant restrictions on the

the expected triumph of their very dif-

tion of coverage were also deemed

marchers, consulted their Skokie play-

ferent ideas. Buckley v. Valeo, the virtual-

facially invalid. Any effort to treat simi-

book, obtaining a federal injunction

ly

campaign

larly situated speakers unequally result-

designed to protect the marchers. In

finance case, and Texas v. Johnson, the

ed in the invalidation of the govern-

Skokie, the neo-Nazis who sought protec-

flag burning case decided by a coalition

ment’s entire regulatory initiative. And,

tion for their ugly march were so feeble

of left and right Justices, serve as fitting

anyone facing censorship is entitled to

that they did not even show up at the

examples of the era.

speedy access to the courts.

original starting line, retreating to Chica-

6

unanimous

seminal

7

Overbroad

statutes

During the “Era of First Amendment

The combination of rigorous substan-

go for a rally in which they were vastly

Good Feelings,” with support from both

tive protection and sophisticated proce-

outnumbered by counter protesters. But

the left and right, the Supreme Court

dural corollaries rendered it virtually

the Charlottesville right-wing demon-

built a powerful edifice of near absolute

impossible to impose restrictions on free

strators not only showed up, they held a

free speech protection. At the risk of

speech. But all was not well in free speech

threatening torchlight parade chanting

oversimplifying a complex doctrinal

Eden. This time it was the left that began

racist and anti-Semitic slogans. Tragically,

structure, the Court’s cases required a

to lose confidence in its intellectual posi-

on the following day, one of the right-

prospective censor to prove—not mere-

tions. When the Berlin Wall came down

wing demonstrators drove a car into a

ly plausibly allege—that the target

in 1989 and communism imploded, the

group of counter demonstrators, killing

speech posed an imminent threat to the

left’s intellectual program was in tatters.

an innocent young woman. Young

achievement of an extremely important

Traditionally dependent on the idea of a

lawyers at the ACLU then led something

government interest that could not be

muscular state to transfer wealth from the

of a revolt against the organization’s lead-

dealt with by less drastic means. So, a

rich to the poor, the American left strug-

ership, questioning whether the organi-

putative censor had at least four oppor-

gled throughout the 1990s to formulate a

zation’s traditional protection of free

tunities to fail. First, the censor had to

coherent political program at the very

speech by bigots ignored the impact of

demonstrate that an extremely impor-

moment the right was aggressively tout-

the speech on vulnerable targets. The

tant government interest was at stake,

ing the free market as a cure for just about

imperative of presenting a united front

something more vital than the ordinary

everything. All of a sudden, it was the

against serious violations of the Constitu-

concerns of government. Then, the cen-

right enthusiastically championing free

tion by President Trump persuaded

sor had to prove that, unless regulated,

speech, and the left seeking to limit the

everyone to tamp the disagreement

the speech at issue would almost cer-

speech of the powerful in order to

down, but it remains unresolved.

tainly make it impossible to achieve the

advance, not security, but equality. The

In the second incident, Trump used

important interest. Third, the censor

“Era of First Amendment Good Feelings”

the military to disperse peaceful protes-

had to prove that the harm to the gov-

ended in the 1990s as the Supreme Court

tors in Lafayette Park so he could enjoy a

ernment interest caused by the speech

fragmented into a conservative majority

photo opportunity replete with a Bible.

was imminent and almost certain to

committed to near absolute protection of

When many challenged the President’s
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legal authority to deploy federal troops

demonstrators. But when the issue is

2.

against demonstrators protesting the

equality versus free speech, as it was in

616, 624 (1919) (Holmes. J. joined

killing of Black men by police officers,

Charlottesville and on the Times Op-Ed

by Brandeis, J., dissenting)

Sen. Tom Cotton of Arkansas, a staunch

page, the two sides change positions.

ally of the President, wrote an op-ed in

The right becomes unanimous in sup-

The New York Times supporting the legal-

porting speech, and the left cannot wait

ity and desirability of deploying federal

to impose silence.

3.

Abrams v. United States, 250 U.S.

Brandenburg v. Ohio, 395 U.S. 444
(1969) (per curiam).

4.

I began my ACLU career in 1967 as
a staff counsel at the NYCLU,

troops against the demonstrators. The

That is why I cannot rest comfortably

Times, seeking to present all sides of the

in Chester’s book. The story is more

the National ACLU in 1972, and

issue, elected to print the op-ed, triggering

complex and I am not sure what the

returned from NYU in 1981 to serve

a revolt in the newsroom that reminded
me of the revolt of the young ACLU

ending should look like. !

lawyers after Charlottesville. The outcry

Endnotes

Senior Editor. Similar newsroom revolts

1.

Thus, today, when, as with the Black

as National Legal Director during
the Presidency of Ronald Regan.
5.

forced the resignation of the Op-Ed page’s
took place in a dozen newspapers.

became Assistant Legal Director of

New York Times v. Sullivan, 376 U.S.
254 (1964)

The Supreme Court, speaking

6.

424 U.S. 1 (1976)

through Justice Holmes, unanimous-

7.

491 U.S. 397 (1989)

ly affirmed convictions for speaking

8.

E.g., Citizens United v. FCC, 588 U.S.

Lives Matter demonstrations, the issue is

out vigorously against the war in

310 (2010); Arizona Free Enterprise

security/order versus free speech, the left

Schenck v. United States, 249 U.S. 47

Fund v. Bennett, 131 S.Ct 2806

is virtually unanimous in supporting

(1919), Frohwerk v. United States, 249

(2011).

speech, and the right cannot wait to use

U.S. 204 (1919), and Debs v. United

tear gas and federal troops to silence the

States, 249 U.S. 219 (1919).
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Snyder v. Phelps, 562 U.S. 443
(2011).
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In Memory of

MITCHELL H. COBERT, ESQ.
A prominent securities attorney, Cobert dedicated
himself to mentorship, education and service

I

EF
t is with a heavy heart that the New Jer-

year, he served as special editor of his last issue,

sey Lawyer editorial board announces

focused on “Drug Court.” Throughout his tenure

the passing of Mitchell H. Cobert on

on the board, Mitchell provided unwavering

Oct. 15, following a five-month battle

dedication to the magazine and his fellow board

with leukemia. The longest-tenured

members, serving as a mentor to many while pro-

member of the board, Mitchell was

viding invaluable insights.

deeply committed to the magazine’s mission of

Embracing the importance for all lawyers to pro-

educating and updating members of the bar. He

mote respect for the legal profession, Mitchell took

served as a member from 1988 until his passing,

an active role in both local and state bar-related

and was chair of the board from 2003 to 2006.

matters. From 1996 to 2000, he was a trustee of the

During his tenure, he authored dozens of articles

Morris County Bar Association. In 2004, he was

and served as special editor for over a dozen edi-

president of the Morris County Bar Foundation

tions, developing abroad range of themes, from

and the Morris County Bar Association in 2006.

“Securities” to “Big Brother.” In February of this
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In his lengthy legal career as a prominent
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securities attorney, Mitchell served on numerous

re-enter society and become productive members

securities law committees of the New Jersey State

of the community.

Bar Association and Morris County Bar Associa-

Additionally, Mitchell served on committees of

tion. Since 1993, served as chair or co-chair of the

the Morris County Chapter of ARC and was on the

securities subcommittee of the Morris County Bar

advisory board for the Morris County Hispanic-

Association and was a member of the NJSBA’s Secu-

American Chamber of Commerce. In 1990, he was

rities Litigation and Regulatory Enforcement Com-

appointed by the mayor of Morristown to be co-

mittee since its inception in 1998.

chair of the Bill of Rights Committee when it was

Born in Brooklyn, New York, in 1947, Mitchell

displayed at the Morristown Armory.

graduated from the City College of New York and

In addition to his strong commitment to his

St. John’s Law School. He began his legal career as

profession and society at large, Mitchell will be

an assistant attorney general in the New York State

remembered as a devoted family man who loved

Department of Law in the 1970s. In 1985, he joined

traveling abroad with his wife and taking annual

Schenck, Price, Smith & King as a partner, and in

family vacations with his children, grandchildren,

1991 established a solo legal practice. Through that

and extended family. He had a great sense of

practice, he zealously advocated for every client,

humor, a twinkle in his eye, a love of licorice, and

especially those most vulnerable and in need of

a quiet sense of inclusivity that made everyone feel

protection, ensuring that every client’s voice was

welcome in any situation. He took great pride in

heard by a system that often overlooked them.

his home and was very active in neighborhood

From 1985 to 1991, Mitchell was an adjunct

and community groups. And he especially enjoyed

assistant professor at New York University’s Real

his Wednesday night “business meetings,” other-

Estate Institute, where he taught young lawyers

wise known as the weekly poker game.

about the securities aspects of real estate financing.

Mitchell is survived by his beloved wife

He loved mentoring new lawyers and worked dili-

Kathryn; his devoted children Jessica and Craig

gently with the Judiciary and other counsel to

Smith, Lauren Cobert, and Max and Emily Cobert;

establish the Morris County Bar Association Men-

his loving grandchildren Zachary Smith, Saman-

toring Committee. He also worked with the Judici-

tha Smith, and Jackson Cobert; his siblings Tamara

ary and other counsel to establish the Morris

and Edward Faggen and Jonathan and Wendy

County Drug Court to help people with minor

Cobert; and dozens of close cousins, nieces and

drug offenses clear their records, enabling them to

nephews.
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The New Jersey State Bar Association’s Practice HQ is a free member resource
designed to help you build and maintain a successful, thriving legal practice.
Visit njsba.com to find checklists, whitepapers, videos, and other resources
available to you as a member of the NJSBA.
Find information on topics such as:
OPENING OR CLOSING A LAW FIRM
There’s a lot to know about opening or closing a law practice. Where do you start?
The materials in this section start you down the right path and make sure vital
considerations aren’t overlooked.
CLIENT DEVELOPMENT
The success of your law practice relies on pleasing clients. But, before you can
please clients, you have to obtain them. Learn how to find and retain satisfied
clients.
DOCUMENTS
Learn how to effectively and securely draft, edit, share, and collaborate on
electronic documents.
TECHNOLOGY
Review the fundamentals you should consider to figure out your organization’s
needs.
MONEY
Billing by the hour means that your supply of “product” is limited by the clock
and calendar. Examine the resources provided to build a profitable practice.
MANAGEMENT
The best-run legal organizations embody a positive, growth-oriented culture, and
entails fostering your organization’s most valuable asset–your people.
COMPARISON CHARTS
Do you know which password manager, web meeting service, or encrypted email
service is best for your business? We can help you figure that out.
LEARNING LIBRARY
Free resources for NJSBA members.

Visit njsba.com

“

I have no doubt that New Jersey’s attorneys
and New Jersey’s citizens were well served
by the Bar’s voice. We are all very fortunate
to have you on our side during these times.”
MICHAEL G. DONAHUE
MANAGING SHAREHOLDER, STARK & STARK

YOU BELONG HERE
NJSBA members FEEL EQUIPPED with up-to-the-minute
news and information, STAY CONNECTED through
various networking opportunities, and MAKE HISTORY
by advocating for change.
time to RENEW?
Visit njsba.com today

“

My new membership in the New Jersey
State Bar for just these past few months
has been more invaluable to me than my
membership of 20+ years with other
organizations.”

NJSBA

STACEY SALEM-ANTONUCCI
SALEM & ANTONUCCI LAW

